
HEALTH BILL

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Tms Bill is a consolidation of the Health Act 1920 and its amendments. The

operative provisions of the Social Hygiene Act 1917 have also been included
in Part III of the Bill.

The Bill makes no substantial changes in the existing law, except in relation
to the following matters:

( a) The Board of Health is reconstituted, and, in addition to its existing
powers, is given advisory functions in relation to the general health
policy (clauses 1 1 and 16) :

(b) Part IV of the 1920 Act, relating to quarantine, has become out of date,
and is largely rewritten and brought into line with the International
Sanitary Regulations of the World Health Organisation, so as to
correspond with international practice:

(c) A new Part V has been included, dealing with pollution of the air by
noxious or offensive gases and fumes.

Other provisions have been rearranged and redrafted, spent provisions have
been omitted, and certain minor amendments have been made.

The sources of the clauses of the Bill are shown in notes to the clauses.

The comparative table at the end of this note shows where the existing
provisions appear in the Bill, and which of them have been omitted.

The following notes show the alterations in the law.

Clause 1. The new Act will come into force on 1 January 1957, except for
Part V, which will come into force on a day to be appointed.

Clause 2. The definitions of "aerodrome", "aircraft", "animal", "chemical
works" "noxious or offensive gas", and "quarantinable disease" are new. The
definition of "local authority" has been extended to include certain drainage
boards. Some of those boards were previously included by s. 4 of the Health
Amendment Act 1940, and the others have already been declared by their
own Acts to be local authorities under the Health Act 1920. The definition of

"venereal disease" has been brought in from the Social Hygiene Act 1917.
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Clause 3: This clause repeats the present power of the Governor-General
to alter the lists of infectious diseases, notifiable diseases, and offensive trades
set out in the First, Second. and Third Schedules. It also gives that power in
respect of the lists of chemical works and noxious or offensive gases set out
in the new Fourth and Fifth Schedules. Any alteration under this clause is
to be made by Order in Council.

PART I

ADMINISTRATION

Department of Health

Clauses 4 to 8 re-enact, with minor modifications and some rearrangement,
the existing provisions as to the constitution and functions of the Department
of Health. In view of the re-enactment of the existing power to establish
Divisions of the Department, only the three major Divisions are mentioned
in the Bill, but clause 4 (4) preserves the existence of the other Divisions at
present operating. There is a new provision in clause 6 (1) (a), which requires
that the Director of the Division of Public Hygiene shall have special
qualifications in sanitary science. Those special qualifications are at present
required for Medical Officers of Health, and that requirement is repeated in
clause 6 (1) (f).

Clause 9 is new. It authorises the Minister to delegate powers to the
Director-General of Health or any other officer of the Department.

Clause 10 replaces s. 100 of the Hospitals Act 1926 and s. 78 of the Mental
Health Act 1911, and requires an annual report to be presented by the
Director-General.

Board of Health
Clause 11 reconstitutes the Board of Health. The new Board will have

twelve members, consisting of the Minister, four Departmental representatives
(being the Director-General, the Deputy Director-General, the Director of the
Division of Hospitals, and a Medical Officer of Health), a medical practitioner
(being a member of the Faculty of Medicine in the University of Otago)
nominated by the University of Otago Council, a member of the Medical
Research Council (nominated by that Council), two members of local autho-
rities, a member of a Hospital Board, and two other persons (one to be repre-
sentative of the interests of women and children). The present Board
has eleven members, consisting of the Minister, the Director-General, three
medical practitioners (of whom one is nominated by the Minister and one by
the New Zealand Branch of the British Medical Association, and the other is
a member of the Faculty of Medicine in the University of Otago), two local
authority representatives (nominated by the Municipal and Counties Associ-
ations), a civil engineer, a Chairman of a Hospital Board, and two other
persons (one to be representative of the interests of women and children).

Clause 15 is new, and provides that a Secretary to the Board may be
appointed under the Public Service Act 1912.

Clause 16 extends the functions of the Board to include the making of
recommendations on matters referred to it by the Minister relating to the
public health. In particular, those matters may include the adoption of a
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general health policy, the relationship of the control and management of
hospitals to that policy, the operation of medical and related benefits under
Part III of the Social Security Act 1938 and their relationship to the general
health policy, and the co-ordination of the activities of local authorities and
voluntary associations with those of the Department.

Clause 18 is new. It authorises the Board to appoint committees to advise
the Board, or to exercise powers delegated to them by the Board.

PART II

POWERS Al>ID DIJTIES OF LocAL AUTHORITIES

This Part re-enacts, with minor amendments, the provisions relating to
the powers and duties of local authorities in relation to public health generally,
the provision of sanitary works, the appointment of Sanitary Inspectors, the
control of nuisances, the provision of sanitary services, the control of buildings
in relation to public health, the registration of offensive trades and stock
saleyards, the regulation of the keeping of animals, the control of the pollution
of watercourses, and the making of bylaws.

Section 38 of the 1920 Act (which requires Licensing Committees to con-
sider reports by Inspectors as to the sanitary condition of certain licensed
premises) is omitted; but it is intended to re-enact it, in another Bill, as part
of the Licensing Act 1908.

The following notes show the other alterations made in this Part.

Sanitary Works
Clause 25: This clause re-enacts the existing provisions under which the

Board of Health may require local authorities to provide, alter, or extend
sanitar works (subject to the right of appeal under clause 26). The definition
of "sanitary works" now incorporates the following things already declared
by the Governor-General, by Orders in Council under the existing provisions,
to be sanitary works, namely: Swimming baths and dressing sheds, cemeteries,
and crematoria. ( The references to those Orders in Council appear in the
source notes at the end of the clause.)

Nuisances

Clause 29: Paragraph (n) 6 new. It includes in the definition of "nuisance"

any smoke produced by the burning of waste material, rubbish, or refuse in
connection with any trade, business, manufacture, or undertaking, where the
smoke is in such quantity, or of such nature, or is produced in such a manner,
as to be offensive or likely to be injurious to health. The other paragraphs of
this clause re-enact the existing provisions, except that the expression "likely
to be injurious to health" is substituted for "dangerous to health".

Buildings
Clause 40: This clause deals with the sanitary requirements for employees

in trade or business premises, and has been redrafted to bring the wording
into line with the similar provisions of the Factories Act 1946 and the Shops
and Offices Act 1955. Paragraph (c) is partly new, so far as it requires the
provision for employees of adequate and suitable facilities for washing.
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Clause 42, which deals with the issue by local authorities of repair notices
and closing orders in respect of insanitary premises, contains new provisions
for the service of copies of such notices and orders on persons having registered
interests in the land under any mortgage or other encumbrance (subctauses
(2) and (3)).

Clause 43: Under this clause, a person having a registered interest under
any mortgage or other encumbrance will now have the same right of appeal
against a closing order as the owner and the occupier of the premises.

CIause 46 is new. It authorises the Director-General, with the prior
approval of the Board of Health, to issue a repair notice and a closing order
in respect of premises owned by a local authority, which will have the same
right of appeal as any other person.

Clause 48, which deals with the power of a local authority to require the
demolition of a building that is not fit for occupation, contains new provisions
for the service of copies of the requisition on the occupier ( if the owner is
not the occupier) and on any person having a registered interest under any
nnortgage or other encurnbrance (subclauses (2) and (3) ) ; and notice of
any subsequent application to the Court for a demolition order must be
given to those persons under clause 49.

Clause 51: Subclause (4) contains a new provision to the effect that if a
building is pulled down by the local authority on the failure of the owner
to comply with a demolition order made by the Court, and any of the
materials are sold to defray the costs, the holders of registered encumbrances
are entitled to payment from the balance of the proceeds before the residue
is paid to the owner.

Offensive Trades

Clause 54: The present provisions under which no one may establish an
offensive trade, or extend the premises in which an offensive trade is carried
on, without the consent of the local authority and the Medical Officer of
Health, are extended by subclause (1) to prohibit the erection of premises
for an offensive trade without that consent. Subclause (2) is new. It provides
that where a local authority consents to the establishment of an offensive trade
on premises within five miles of the boundary of the district of any other
local authority, it is to notify that local authority (which may then appeal
under clause 55).

Clause 55: Subclause ( 1) extends the existing appeal provisions so as to
allow an appeal to a Board of Appeal against any refusal of consent by a local
authority or a Medical Officer of Health under clause 54. Subclause (2) is new,
and provides that the local authority of an adjoining district may appeal
against the establishment of an offensive trade where the premises will be
within five miles of its boundary.

Clause 56 is new. It requires every local authority to supply to the Director-
General an annual list of chemical works registered with the local authority.
(Chemical works are in the list of offensive trades in the Third Schedule to
the present Act and the Third Schedule to the Bill; but they are now defined
in the Fouith Schedule to the Bill, and certain duties for the prevention of
pollution of the air are now imposed on occupiers of chemical works by
Part V.)
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Animals

Clause 59: Under this clause, an appeal may now be made against a fefusal
by the Medical Officer of Health or the local authority to consent to the
establishment or extension of stock saleyards. All appeals will now be to a
Board of Appeal instead of to the Board of Health.

Bylaws

Clause 64 (1): Paragraph (f ) now includes apartment houses and rooming
houses amongst the places in respect of which bylaws may be made as to
minimum space, water supply, sanitary conveniences, and lighting and
ventilation.

Clause 65: Paragraph ( a) is new.

Ciause 66: The present provision authorises a local authority to provide,
in its bylaws, penalties for breaches. Under subclause (1) of this clause the
offence of contravening or failing to comply with a bylaw and the penalty
for that offence are now stated in the new Act, making special offence
provisions in bylaws unnecessary. In this respect the clause follows s. 393 of
the Municipal Corporations Act 1954.

Duties and Powers of Harbour Boards
Clause 69 extends the present duties and powers of a Harbour Board, in

respect of lands, wharves and waters under its control and not within the
district of a local authority, to include the removal of conditions likely to
be injurious to health or offensive (paragraph (a)), and the enforcement,
subject to the direction of the Board of Health or of the Director-General, of
regulations under the new Act, so far as they are applicable (paragraph (d) )

PART III

INFECTIOUS AND NOTIFIABLE DISEASES

Clauses 70 to 87 re-enact, with minor amendments, the existing provisions
relating to infectious and notifiable diseases. Section 90 of the 1920 Act,
under which the cost of the disinfection of premises by a local authority is
recoverable from the owner or occupier of the premises, is not re-enacted.

Clause 74: Subclause (2) is new, and provides for cases of notifiable disease
occurring in institutions under the control of Hospital Boards to be notified
by Medical Superintendents where the cases are attended by medical officers
of the Boards' staffs.

Clauses 75 and 76: These clauses, which re-enact the existing provisions
imposing a duty on the occupier of premises, or the master of a ship in
harbour, to notify the appropriate authority of the existence on the premises
or ship of a disease suspected to be a notifiable infectious disease, are extended
to make it an offence to fail to do so.

Venereal Disease

Clauses 88 to 92 re-enact sections 3,4,5,7, and 8 of the Social Hygiene
Act 1917, requiring persons suffering from venereal disease to undergo treat-
ment, requiring medical practitioners to give the prescribed information to
persons suffering from any such disease, making it an offence for anyone
other than a medical practitioner to treat venereal disease, and making it an
offence for anyone to knowingly infect another person with venereal disease.
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The following sections of the Social Hygiene Act 1917 have been omitted:
Section 6: Offence to employ persons suffering from venereal disease.
Section 9: Power to restrict the sale or supply of drugs.
Section 10: Falsely alleging that a person is suffering from venereal disease.
Section 11 : Breach of regulations.
Section 12: Power to appoint Health Patrols.
Section 13: Hospital Boards to provide for treatment. (This is sufficiently

covered by the Hospitals Act 1926.)
Section 14: Additional powers of Minister.
Section 15: Regulations. ( Existing regulations will continue in force under

the Bill.)

PART IV

QUARANTINE

The existing provisions relating to quarantine for ships and persons on ships
have been considerably modified in the Bill by the omission of the sections
relating to quarantine grounds and quarantine stations, the liability of goods
to quarantine, and the ordering of ships, persons, and goods into quarantine
(sections 96, 97, 102, 112 to 116, 121 to 127, and 130 of the Health Act 1920).
The remaining provisions relating to ships are re-enacted with modifications
and amendments. As to aircraft, it was provided by s. 11 of the Health
Amendment Act 1940 that the existing provisions relating to ships should
also apply to aircraft, and power was given to make regulations for that
purpose. Regulations relating to aircraft were made in 1952, and some of the
provisions of those regulations are now contained in the Bill ( clauses

101 (2), (4), and (5),103). Other clauses of the Bill expressly apply to air-
craft certain provisions of the 1920 Act. The provisions of this Part generally
have been brought into line with the International Sanitary Regulations
adopted by the World Health Organisation at Geneva in 1951.

The following notes indicate the main alterations made in this Part.

Clause 96: Under subclause (1), a ship is liable to quarantine if it arrives
in New Zealand from abroad, or if it arrives at a New Zealand port from any
infected place in New Zealand ( that is, a place declared under clause 95 to be

infected with a quarantinable disease), or if a quarantinable disease exists
or is suspected to exist on board. This is the same as the existing provision,
except that the expression "quarantinable disease" (which has a restricted
meaning) is substituted for "infectious disease", and the power to order any
other ship into quarantine is omitted. Under subclause (2) an aircraft is
liable to quarantine if it arrives in New Zealand from abroad, or if it arrives
at any aerodrome in New Zealand from any infected place in New Zealand.

Clause 97: A person is liable to quarantine if he is on board any ship or
aircraft that is liable to quarantine, or if he is suffering from any infectious
disease while on board any ship or aircraft, or if he has been exposed to the
infection of a quarantinable disease.

Clause 101: By this clause, the existing provisions under which the Port
Health Officer may board and inspect a ship liable to quarantine are extended
to enable a Medical Officer of Health to board and inspect an aircraft liable
to quarantine, and to examine persons arriving by any such aircraft who
are suffering or suspected to be suffering from a quarantinable disease.
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Clause 103 sets out in the new Act certain provisions of the Quarantine
(Air) Regulations 1952 (S.R. 1952/192), under which the pilot in command
of an aircraft arriving in New Zealand from abroad is to give to the
Medical Officer of Health the prescribed declaration as to health conditions
on board.

Clause 104, which makes it an offence to fail to supply the prescribed
declaration or to give misleading information, extends to aircraft the existing
provisions relating to ships.

Clause 107 extends to aircraft, as well as ships, the existing provisions for
the grant of pratique.

Clause 108 is in substitution for s. 111 of the 1920 Act (which empowered
the Medical Officer of Health to remove or detain persons liable to quarantine,
or likely to be suffering from infectious diseases, and require them to undergo
preventive treatment). The clause now applies to persons on ships, or arriving
by aircraft, who are suffering or suspected to be suffering from quarantinable
diseases, and provides that the Medical Officer of Health will have such
powers as are prescribed by regulations. The Quarantine (Air) Regulations
1952 (modelled on the International Sanitary Regulations) already set out
the powers of the Medical Officer of Health in relation to persons arriving
by aircraft, and it is intended to revise the existing regulations relating to
ships on similar lines.

Clause 109 is in substitution for ss. 119 and 120 of the 1920 Act (under
which the Port Health Officer could order goods into quarantine). The
clause is now limited to baggage, bedding, stores, and equipment likely to
spread a quarantinable disease. As before, the treatment to which these things
may be subjected will be prescribed by regulations.

PART V

AIR POLLUTION

This Part is new, and is intended to provide control over the discharge
into the air of the noxious or offensive gases and fumes listed in the Fifth
Schedule. The provisions of this Part are based on the similar provisions of
ss. 6, 7, 10, 12, and 27 of the Alkali, etc., Works Regulation Act 1906 (U.K.).

Clause 113: This Part will come into force on a day to be appointed by
Order in Council.

Clause 114 provides for the appointment of inspectors for the purposes of
this Part, and sets out the powers of such inspectors to enter and inspect
chemical works ( as defined in the Fourth Schedule) and make tests and take
samples.

Clause 115 requires the occupier of any chemical works to use the best
practicable means ( as defined in subclause (2) ) to prevent the escape
of noxious or offensive gases from exit flues and the discharge of such gases
into the air, and to render such gases, where they are discharged, harmless
and inoffensive. Under subcttzure (3), inspectors are empowered to determine
questions arising as to the best practicable means available for those purposes.
subject to the right of appeal to a Board of Appeal under subclause (4).

Clause 116 relates to fertiliser works and sulphuric acid works, and
requires the occupier to do all things reasonably necessary to ensure the
condensation, in accordance with regulations to be made under the new Act,
of acid gases of sulphur, or of sulphur and nitrogen, evolved in any process
carried on in the works.
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PART VI

REGULATIONS

This Part re-enacts the provisions of Part V of the 1920 Act, with minor
modifications and some new provisions. In the 1920 Act all the matters on
which regulations could be made were set out in one section, which was
extended by ss. 5, 11, and 15 of the Health Amendment Act 1940. For
easier reference, the more special provisions relating to quarantine, noxious
substances and dangerous goods, the registration of persons and premises, and
the qualifications of Sanitary Inspectors are now set out in separate clauses of
the Bill.

The alterations made in this Part are indicated below.

Clause 117. Paragraph (w) gives power to make regulations for the pro-
tection of food from infection on food premises. ( There is a similar power to
make bylaws under clause 64 (1) (U), which re-enacts existing law.)

Clause 118: Paragraph (e) gives power to exempt ships, aircraft, persons,
or things * any classes, or in special circumstances, from the operation of
any provisions of Part IF of the new Act ( relating to quarantine), or any
provisions of the regulations. This will enable exemption from quarantine
formalites or the granting of pratique by radio in proper cases, for example,
in the case of ships or aircraft of naval or air forces or in other cases where
proper medical control exists and satisfactory reports of health conditions on
board can be given.

Clause 119 is mainly new. Paragraph (a) gives a more detailed power to
make regulations as to the handling of noxious substances and goods likely
to be injurious to health. Paragraph (b) gives power to restrict the sale, for
domestic use, of any apparatus or equipment that is injurious to health or
dangerous, or that involves the use of a poisonous or noxious substance in a
manner likely to cause injury to health. Paragraph (c) authorises the regula-
tion of the conduct of processes causing the evolution of noxious or offensive
gases, for the purpose of giving effect to Part V of the new Act.

Clause 120: Paragraph (d) of subclause (2) is new, and permits the making
of regulations for the registration of food premises.

PART VII

MISCELLANEOUS ROVISIONS

This Part re-enacts the provisions of Part VI of the 1920 Act with some
minor drafting alterations, and with the new provisions mentioned below.

Clause 124 brings together into one clause the provisions at present con-
tained in several sections of the 1920 Act. It deals with the constitution,
powers, and procedure of Boards of Appeal appointed to hear appeals
(under clauses 26, 55, 59, and 115).

Clause 125 extends the existing provisions under which authorised medical
practitioners may enter public schools and examine the children there. The
power may now be exercised also in respect of intermediate schools, post-
primary schools, and kindergartens ( other than private schools or private
kindergartens) ; but, under subctause (2), private schools and kindergartens
may apply for the service if they so wish.



Clause 127 is new, and authorises the Medical Officer of Health, at the
request or with the consent of any local authority, to attend any meeting of
the local authority or of a committee of the local authority, and to take
part in discussions relating to matters under the Act, without any power
to vote. He must retire from any such meeting when requested to do so.

1X

SCHEDULES

The First. Second, and Third Schedules have been brought up to date by
the inclusion of items added to them by the Governor-General by Gazette
n,)tices under the powers conferred on him by s. 2 of the 1920 Act. Dengue has
been transferred from the First to the Second Schedule. Compressed air illness
arising from occupation has been added to the Second Schedule, making it
notifialile. Candlemaking and carpet beating have been omitted from the list
of offensive trades in the Thed Schedule.

The Fourth Schedule contains a list of chemical works (for the purposes of
clause 56 and Part V and the Third Schedule to the Bill). The list is similar
to that contained in the First Schedule to the Alkali, etc., Works Regulation
Act 1906 (U.K.).

The Fifth Schedule contains a list of noxious or offensive gases for the
purposes of Part V of the Bill. The list is similar to that contained in s. 27
of the Alkali, etc., Works Regulation Act 1906 (U.K.).

The Sixth and Seuenth Schedules contain the lists of enactments repealed
by the Bill.

TABLE OF CORRESPONDING SECTIONS OF ENACTMENTS

REPEALED

THE MENTAL HEALTH ACT 1911, No. 6 (1931 REPRINT, VOL. V,
p. 762)

Section of Act

41 (1) (a), (2)
78 ··

Clause of Bill

6 (1) (b), (2)
10

THE SOCIAL HYGIENE AcT 1917, No. 24 (1931 REpRINT,
VoL. VI, p. 1125)

Clause of Bill

. . Short Title

2

.. 88

.. .. 89

.. 90

Section of Act

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14
15

91

92

136, 137

117 (1) (a), (gh (i),(k), 139 (5)
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THE HEALTH AcT 1920, Na 45 (1931 *PRENT, VOL. VI, p. 1061)

Section of Act

1

2

3

4 (1), (2) ..
4 (3) (a), (b)
4 (3) (c), (d), (i)
4 (3) (e)-(h), (j)
5 ··

6 ··
7 ··

8

9 ··

10

1OA ..

11 ··

12

13 (1)
13 (2)
14 ··

18 ··

16

17 ··
18 ··

19 ··
20 ..
21 ··

22 ..

23 (1), (3) ..
23 (2), (4)-(7)
24

25 (1), (3), (4)
25 (2) ..
26 ..

27 ··
28 ··

29 ··

30 ··

31

32
33 ··

34

35 ..

36 ··

37 ··
38 ··

39 ··

40 ··
41 ··

42 ··
43 ··

44

Clause of Bill

Short Title

2, 3, 93 (1)

4 (1), (2)

'5 (1), (2)
6 <1)

Spent
5 (3)-(5)

11

12, 124 (9}
13 (1), (2)
13 (3)-(51
13 (6)
14

7

16 (2)
16 (3), (4)
17

19

20

21

22

23
24
25

26

124

27
28 (1), (3), (4)

Spent
29
30
31

32
33

34

35
36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43 (1), (4)
43 (3)
43 (2)
47

*F
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i THE HEALTH AcT 1920, No. 45 (1931 REPRINT, VOL. VI, p. 1061)-contintied

Section of Act Clause of Bill

45 .. .. .. 44

46 .. .. .. 45
47 .. .. .. 48

48 .. .. 49

49 .. 51 (1), (2), 52 (2)
50 .. .. .. 51(3),(4)
51 .. .. ·. 52(1)

j 52 .. 50
1 53 · · 53
1 54(1) ·· ' ·· 54(1),55(1)

54(2) .. 54(1)
1 55 (1), (2) .. .. ·· 54 (3), (5)

55 (3), (4) .. 55 (1), 124 (1), (2)
55(5) .. .. .. 124
56(1) ,. .. .. 54(6)
56 (2) .. .. 54 (3), (4)
57 .. 57

58 (1), (2) .. . .. 58 (1)
58(3) .. 58(5)
59 (1) .. .. 58 (2)
59 (2)    .. .. 58 (3), 59
60 ..     .. 58 (4)
61 .. .. .. 60

62 .. .. .. 61

63 .. .. .. 62

64 .. .. .. 63

65 .. .. .. Repealed
66 ·· ..

67 .. 64,119 (a)
68 (1) .. 65 (f)
68 (2) .. 65 (e)
69 (1) .. .. .. 65 (b)
69 (2) ·· ·· 65 (c)
69 (3) .. 65 (d)
70 .. 66 (1)
71 .. 66 (2), (3)
72 .. .. .. 68

73 .. .. .. 67

74 .. .. .. 69

75 .. .. .. 71

76 .. .. .. 70

77 .. .. .. 72

78 .. .. .. 73

79 .. .. .. 74

80 .. .. .. 75

81 76

82 .. .. .. 77

83 .. .. .. 78

84 . .. ·· Repealed
85 (1) (a)-(c) .. .. 80 (1)



THE HEALTH ACT

Section of Act

85 (1) (d)
85 (2)
85 (3)
86 (1)
86 (2)
87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107 (1)-(3)
107 (4), (5)
108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119, 120
121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129
130
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1920, No. 45 (1931 REPRINT. VOL. VI, p. 1061)
Clause of Bill

........

' .. 86(3)
.. 80(2)
.. 80 (4)

81

.. .. 82

83

. .. 84

85

·· .. 86

.. . 87

.. . .. 94

.. .. 95

.. 96 (1)
97

98

·· ·· .. 99
100

.. 101 (1), (3), (4), (5)
102

.. .. 104

·· ·· .. 105
106

.. 107 (1)
108

........

.. 112(2), (4)
112(1)

.. 109

110

.. 111

continued
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THE HEALTH AcT 1920, No. 45 (1931 REPRINT, VOL. VI, p. 1061)-continued

Portion of Act Clause of Bill

131 .. 112 (4)
132 (1) (a>(t), (z), '(ac)-(ae), 117,119 (a)

(2), (3)
132 (1) (u)-(w)    .. 118

32 (1) (x), (y) ..
_32 (1) (aa) .. .. 120 (2)

_32 (1) (ab) . . . . 121 (1)
33 .. .. .. 122
34 .. .. .. 128
35 .. .. .. 133

36 .. .. .. 131

37 .. .. .. 134

38 .. .. .. 135

39 .. .. .. 125

40 .. .. .. 130

141 ...

142 .. .. .. 126

143 .. .. .. 123

144 .. .. 132

145 (1) .. 136
145 (2) .. .. .. 137
146 .. .. Repeals
147 .. .. .. 138

First Schedule .. .. First Schedule

Second Schedule . . . . Second Schedule

Third Schedule .. .. Third Schedule
Fourth Schedule . . .. Spent

THE FINANCE AcT 1921, No. 5 (1931 REpRINT, VoL. VI, p. 1117)

Section of Act Clause of Bill

21 .. 11 (4)

THE HosPITALS AcT 1926, No. 18 ( 1931 REpRINT, VoL. III, p. 768)

Section of Act Clause of Bill

100 .. 10 (1), (3)

Section of Act

1

2

3

4

5 (1)
5 (2)
5 (3)
5 (4)
6 (1)
6 (2)

THE HEALTH AMENDMENT ACT 1940, No. 17

Clause of Bill

Short Title

8

Repealed
2

28 (2),
28 (4)
28 (5)

Spent
42 (3), (5)
42 (2)

121 (2), (3)
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THE HEALTH AMENDMENT AcT 1940, No. 17-continued

Clause of Bill

.. 54 (1), 55 (1)

.. Repealed
2(2)

.. 99

Section of Act

7

8

9

10 (1)-(3)
10 (4)
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A BILL INTITULED

An Act to consolidate and amend tile law relating to public
health

BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand
5 in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,

as follows:

1. Short Title and commencement-( 1) This Act may be
cited as the Health Act 1956.

( 2) Except as provided in section one hundred and thirteen
10 hereof, this Act shall come into force on the first day of

January nineteen hundred and fifty-seuen.

3
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2. Interpretation- (1) In this Act, unless the context other-
wise requires,-

"Aerodrome" has the same meaning as in the Civil
Aviation Act 1948 :

"Aircraft" has the same meaning as in the Civil Aviation 5
Act 1948:

"Animal" includes any bird, reptile, amphibian, or in-
sect:

"Board" means the Board of Health constituted under

this Act: 10

"Carrier", in relation to any infectious disease, means
any person having in his blood, or in his nose or
throat, or in his excretions, or in his discharges, the
specific infectious agent of that disease, though he may
exhibit no other sign or symptom of that disease: 15

"Chemical works" means any of the works for the time
being specified in the Fourth Schedule to this Act:

33

"Cleansing , in relation to any building, includes lime-
washing, papering, painting, and the destruction of
vermin: 20

"Communicable disease" includes any infectious disease,
tuberculosis, venereal disease, and any other disease
declared by the Governor-General, by Order in
Council, to be a communicable disease for the purposes
of this Act: 25

"Contact", in relation to any infectious disease, means
any person who has been exposed to risk of infection
from an infectious disease within a period not ex-
ceeding the prescribed period of incubation of that
disease: 30

"Director-General" means the Director-General of

Health appointed under this Act:
"Dwellinghouse" means any building, tent, caravan, or

other structure or erection, whether permanent or
temporary, that is used or intended to be used in 35
whole or in part for human habitation, and includes
the land and any outbuildings and appurtenances
belonging thereto or usually enioyed therewith:

"Hospital" means a hospital or other institution under
the control of a Hospital Board: 40

"Infectious disease" means any disease for the time being
specified in Part I or Part II of the First Schedule to

this Act:

"Inspector" means an Inspector of Health or a Sanitary
Inspector: 45

1
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"Inspector of Health" means an officer of the Depart-
ment of Health appointed as an Inspector of Health
under this Act:

"Local authority" means a Borough Council, a Town
Council, a County Council, or a Road Board; and,
for all the purposes of this Act in relation to the pro-
vision and maintenance of drainage works, sewerage
works, and works for the disposal of sewage, includes
the Auckland Metropolitan Drainage Board con-
stituted under the Auckland Metropolitan Drainage
Act 1944, the Christchurch Drainage Board con-
stituted under the Christchurch District Drainage Act
1951, the Dunedin Drainage and Sewerage Board
constituted under the Dunedin District Drainage and
Sewerage Act 1900, the Hutt Valley Drainage Board
constituted under the Hutt Valley Drainage Act 1948,
and the North Shore Drainage Board constituted
under the North Shore Drainage Act 1951:

"Medical Officer of Health" means the Medical Officer

of Health appointed under this Act for a health
district; and, for the purposes of Part IV of this Act,
except section ninety-three thereof, includes any medi-
cal practitioner acting under the direction of the
Medical Officer of Health:

"Minister" means the Minister of Health:

"Notifiable disease" means any notifiable infectious
disease, and any disease for the time being specified
in the Second Schedule to this Act:

"Notifiable infectious disease" means any infectious
disease for the time being specified in Part I of the
First Schedule to this Act:

"Noxious or offensive gas" means any of the gases, fumes,
and dusts for the time being specified in the Fifth
Schedule to this Act:

"Offensive trade" means any trade, business, manufac-
ture, or undertaking for the time being specified in
the Third Schedule to this Act:

"Owner", in relation to any land or premises, means the
person for the time being entitled to receive the rent
of the land or premises, whether on his own account
or as the agent of or trustee for any other person, or
who would be so entitled if the land or premises were
let at a rent, and includes any person for the time
being registered under the Land Transfer Act 1952
as the proprietor of the land or premises:

5
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"Port Health Officer" means a medical practitioner
appointed as a Port Health Officer for the purposes
of this Act, and includes the Medical Officer of
Health:

"Premises" includes a ship or an aircraft: 5
"Prescribed" means prescribed by this Act or by regula-

tions or bylaws thereunder:
"Quarantinable disease" means plague, cholera, yellow

fever, smallpox, typhus, or relapsing fever:
"Sanitary Inspector" means a Sanitary Inspector 10

appointed as such by a local authority for the
purposes of this Act:

"Ship" includes every description of vessel used in
navigation :

"Smoke" includes any fumes, gases, dust, soot, grit, or 15
other matters produced in the process of combustion:

"Venereal disease" means gonorrhoea, gonorrhoeal
ophthalmia, syphilis, soft chancre, venereal warts, or
venereal granuloma.

( 2 ) If, in any proceedings for an offence against this Act 20
or against any regulations thereunder, a question arises as to
whether or not any person is a contact, as defined in sub-
section one of this section, the question shall be determined in
accordance with the opinion of the Medical Officer of Health.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 2 (1931 Reprint, Vol. VI, p. 1061) ; 25
1940, No. 17, ss. 4, 9, 11 (1), 16, 18; S.R. 1951/282

3. Power of Governor-General in Council to amend

Schedules-The Governor-General may from time to time,
by Order in Council,-

(a) Add to or omit from any of the lists of notifiable 30
infectious diseases, infectious diseases, and notifiable
diseases set out in the First and Second Schedules to

this Act the name or description of any disease; or
(b) Add to or omit from the list of offensive trades set out

in the Third Schedule to this Act, or the list of 35
chemical works set out in the Fourth Schedule to

this Act, or the list of noxious or offensive gases set
out in the Fifth Schedule to this Act, the name or
description of any trade, business, manufacture,
undertaking, works, gas, or fumes,- 40

or otherwise amend any such list, and every such Order in
Council shall have effect according to its tenor.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 2
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PART I

ADMINISTRATION

Department of Health

4. Department of Health-( 1) There shall continue to be
5 a Department of State to be known as the Department of

Health, which, under the control of the Minister, shall be
charged with the administration of this Act and shall have the
functions conferred on it by this Act and such other functions
as may from time to time be lawfully conferred on it.

10 (2) The Department shall comprise the following Divisions,
namely:

( a) The Division of Public Hygiene:
( b) The Division of Mental Hygiene:
( c) The Division of Hospitals:

15 (d) Such other Divisions as may from time to time be
established with the approval of the Minister.

( 3) The Division of Mental Hygiene shall, under the con-
trol of the Minister, be charged with the administration of the
Mental Health Act 1911.

20 (4) Every Division of the Department of Health existing
at the commencement of this Act shall, until it is abolished,
be deemed to have been established under this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 4 (1), (2);1947, No. 52, ss. 2,3 (1)

5. Director-General of Health and Deputies-(1) There
25 shall from time to time be appointed under the Public Service

Act 1912 a Director-General of Health, who shall be the chief
administrative officer of the Department, a Deputy Director-
General of Health, and a Deputy Director-General
( Administrative) .

30 (2) The Director-General and the Deputy Director-
General of Health shall be medical practitioners.

( 3) The Deputy Director-General of Health and the
Deputy Director-General (Administrative) shall, under the
control of the Director-General, perform such general official

35 duties as they are called upon to perform by the Director-
General.

(4) On the occurrence of a vacancy in the office of the
Director-General, whether by reason of death, resignation, or
otherwise, or in the absence from duty of the Director-

40 General, from whatever cause arising, and so long as the

7
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vacancy or absence continues, the Deputy Director-General
of Health shall have and may exercise all the powers, duties,
and functions of the Director-General under this Act or under

any other enactment.
( 5) The fact that the Deputy Director-General of Health 5

exercises any power, duty, or function as aforesaid shall be
conclusive evidence of his authority to do so, and no person
shall be concerned to inquire whether the occasion requiring
or authorising him to do so has arisen or has ceased.

(6) For the purposes of this section, the powers, duties, and 10
functions of the Director-General shall be deemed to include

such of the powers of the Minister as the Director-General
may for the time being be authorised to exercise pursuant to
a delegation under section nine of this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 4 (3) (c), (d), (i),6;1947, No. 52, 15
s. 3 (2)

6. Other officers and employees-(1) There shall from
time to time be appointed-

(a) A Director of the Division of Public Hygiene, who shall
be a medical practitioner with special qualifications 20
in sanitary science:

(b) A Director and a Deputy Director of the Division of
Mental Hygiene, who shall be medical practitioners:

(c) A Director of the Division of Hospitals, who shall be a
medical practitioner: 25

(d) Directors of the other Divisions established by or under
this Act:

(e) Such Assistant Directors of Divisions as may be deemed
necessary:

( f ) Such Medical Officers of Health as may be required 30
for the purposes of this Act, who shall be medical
practitioners with special qualifications in sanitary
science:

(g) Such number of Inspectors of Health as may be deemed
necessary, who shall be holders of approved certifi- 35
cates in sanitation:

(h) Such medical practitioners, dentists, nurses, officers, and
employees as may from time to time be deemed
necessary.

(2) All appointments under this section shall be made 40
under the Public Service Act 1912:
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Provided that any District Inspector or Official Visitor
appointed for the purposes of the Mental Health Act 1911,
in an honorary or part-time capacity, shall be appointed
pursuant to and subject to the provisions of that Act, and

5 shall not be deemed by reason only of that appointment to be
employed in the service of Her Majesty for the purposes of
the Public Service Act 1912 or of the Superannuation Act
1947.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 4 (3) (e)-(h), (j); 1911, No. 6,
10 s. 41 (1) (a), (2);1947, No. 52, s. 2 (4)

7. Principal functions of Department-The principal
functions of the Department of Health shall be-

( a) To administer this Act and all other public Acts, so
far as their purpose is the promotion or conservation

15 of health:

(b) To advise local authorities in matters relating to public
health, so far as those local authorities are charged
with the care of the public health by this or any
other Act:

20 (c) To prevent, limit, and suppress infectious and other
diseases:

( d) To promote or carry out researches and investigations
in relation to matters concerning the public health
and the prevention or treatment of disease:

25 (e) To publish reports, information, and advice concerning
the public health:

(f) To organise and control medical, dental, and nursing
services, so far as such services are paid for out of
public money:

30 (g) Generally, to take all such steps as may be desirable
to secure the preparation, effective carrying-out,
and co-ordination of measures conducive to the
public health.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 12; 1947, No. 52, s. 3 (3)

35 8. Conservation of public health in areas outside juris-
diction of local authorities-(1) The promotion and con-
servation of the public health in any outlying islands or other
areas that are not for the time being within the jurisdiction
of any local authority or of any Harbour Board shall be a

40 function of the Departme.nt, which for the purposes of this
section shall be deemed to be a local authority.

2

9
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( 2) The powers of the Department for the purposes of this
section shall be exercisable by the Director-General or by
any other officer or officers of the Department acting with
the authority of the Director-General.

(3) The Governor-General may by Order in Council make 5
regulations for the purpose of giving effect to this section,
and by any such Order in Council may apply, with the
necessary modifications, any other regulations made under
this Act.

(4) Any regulations made for the purposes of this section 10
may prescribe reasonable fees to be payable by the owners
or occupiers of lands within any area over which the Depart-
ment has jurisdiction in accordance with this section, for the
purpose of recouping the expenditure incurred by the Depart-
ment in the exercise of its functions in such areas. All fees 15

payable in accordance with such regulations shall be recover-
able as a debt due to the Crown. For the purposes of this
subsection, the term "occupier", in relation to any land,
includes a person in temporary occupation thereof, whether
or not that person is in occupation as of right. 20

(5) Subject to the provisions of this section and to any
regulations for the time being in force thereunder, all
expenses incurred by the Department in the exercise of its
powers and functions under this section shall be paid out of
money to be appropriated by Parliament. 25

Cf. 1940, No. 17, s. 2

9. Delegation of powers by Minister- (1) Subject to the
provisions of any other Act relating to the delegation of the
Minister's powers under that Act, the Minister may from
time to time, by writing under his hand, delegate to the 30
Director-General or to any other officer of the Department
any of the powers exercisable by him as Minister of Health
under this Act or under any other Act.

( 2) Every delegation under this section shall be revocable
at will, and no such delegation shall prevent the exercise of 35
any power by the Minister.

(3) Any such delegation may be made subject to such
restrictions and conditions as the Minister thinks fit, and may
be made either generally or in relation to any particular case.

(4) Every such delegation, until it is revoked, shall con- 40
tinue in force according to its tenor. In the event of the
Minister by whom any such delegation has been made
ceasing to hold office, it shall continue to have effect as if

E
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made by the person for the time being holding office as
Minister, and, in the event of the Director-General or any
other officer to whom any such delegation has been made
ceasing to hold office, it shall continue to have effect as if

5 made to the person for the time being holding that office, or,
if there is no person holding that office, to the person for the
time being authorised under section jiue of this Act or other-
wise to exercise the powers of the holder of that office.

( 5) The fact that the Director-General or any other officer
10 exercises any power of the Minister shall, in the absence of

proof to the contrary, be sufficient evidence that he has been
authorised to do so by a delegation under this section.

10. Annual report- (1) As soon as practicable after the end
of each financial year, the Director-General shall furnish to

15 the Minister a report on the operations of the Department
for that year.

( 2) In respect of the administration of the Mental Health
Act 1911, the report shall show the numbers of patients and
boarders detained under that Act.

20 (3) A copy of the report shall be laid before Parliament
within twenty-eight days after it has been furnished to the
Minister if Parliament is then in session, and, if not, shall be
laid before Parliament within twenty-eight days after the com-
mencement of the next ensuing session.

25 Cf. 1911, No. 6, s. 78; 1926, No. 18, s. 100

Board of Health

11. Board of Health-( 1) There shall continue to be a
Board to be called the Board of Health.

( 2) The Board shall hereafter consist of twelve members,
30 being-

(a) The Minister of Health, who shall be the Chairman of
the Board:

(b) The Director-General of Health, who shall be the
Deputy Chairman of the Board:

35 (c) The Deputy Director-General of Health:
( d) The Director of the Division of Hospitals:
(e) A Medical Officer of Health:
( f ) A medical practitioner, being a member of the Faculty

of Medicine in the University of Otago, to be
40 appointed on the nomination of the University of

Otago Council:

11
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(g) A person being a member of the Medical Research
Council constituted under the Medical Research

Council Act 1950 (other than a person who is a
member of that Council by virtue of his office, and
other than the member of that Council appointed 5
on the nomination of the Board of Health), to be
appointed on the nomination of the Medical
Research Council:

(h) Two persons, not being medical practitioners, who are
members of local authorities, of whom one shall be 10
appointed after consultation with the Municipal
Association of New Zealand Incorporated and the
other shall be appointed after consultation with the
New Zealand Counties Association Incorporated:

(i ) A person, not being a medical practitioner, who is a 15
member of a Hospital Board:

(j) Two other persons, of whom one shall be deemed to be
representing the interests of women and children.

(3) The members of the Board, other than members who
are such by virtue of their office, shall be appointed by the 20
Governor-General, on the recommendation of the Minister,
for a period of three years, but any such member may from
time to time be reappointed or may be at any time removed
from office by the Governor-General for disability, bank-
ruptcy, neglect of duty, or misconduct proved to the satisfac- 25
tion of the Governor-General, or may at any time resign his
office by writing addressed to the Minister.

(4) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Electoral Act 1927, the seat of a member of Parliament shall
not become vacant, nor shall any person be incapable of 30
election to Parliament, by reason of his appointment as a
member of the Board:

Provided that no person being a member of Parliament
shall be entitled to receive any payment in respect of his
services as a member of the Board, other than travelling 35
allowances and expenses as provided for in section tu)elue

of this Act.

(5) The powers of the Board shall not be affected by any
vacancy in the membership thereof.

(6) The persons holding office immediately before the date 40
of the commencement of this Act as appointed members of
the Board of Health, as constituted before the commencement
of this Act, shall cease to hold office as such on that date:

.
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Provided that any such person who is qualified for appoint-
ment as a member of the Board as constituted under this Act

may be so appointed pursuant to this Act.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 7; 1921, No. 5, s. 21

5 12. Remuneration and travelling allowances-Subject to
the provisions of subsection fOUT Of section eleven of this Act,

there shall be paid out of money appropriated by Parliament
for the purpose to the members of the Board, other than the
Minister, and to the members of any committee appointed

10 by the Board, remuneration by way of fees, salary, or
allowances and travelling allowances and expenses in accord-
ance with the Fees and Travelling Allowances Act 1951, and
the provisions of that Act shall apply accordingly.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 8; 1951, No. 79, s. 10 (1)

15 13. Meetings and procedure of Board- (1) Meetings of the
Board shall be held at such times and places as the Chairman
or the Director-General or the Board may appoint from time
to time.

( 2) At every meeting of the Board six members shall form
20 a quorum.

( 3) The Chairman, or in his absence the Deputy Chair-
man, shall preside at every meeting of the Board at which
he is present. In the absence of the Chairman and the Deputy
Chairman from any meeting, the members present shall select

25 one of their number to be the Chairman for the purposes of
that meeting.

(4) At any meeting the Chairman shall have a deliberative
vote, and in the case of an equality of votes shall also have a
casting vote.

30 (5) At any meeting the decision of a majority of the
members present shall be the decision of the Board.

(6) In the absence of the Director-General from any
meeting, an officer of the Department of Health authorised
in that behalf by the Director-General may attend instead

35 of the Director-General, and while so attending shall be
deemed to be a member of the Board for all purposes.

(7) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Board may
regulate its own procedure.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 9,10,10A; 1951, No. 44, s. 2

13
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14. Seal of Board-The Board shall have an official seal for

the authentication of documents executed or issued by or on
behalf of the Board. Every document to which the seal is
afTixed shall be signed by a member of the Board and the
Secretary, or by two members of the Board. 5

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 11

15. Secretary to Board-There may from time to time be
appointed, under the Public Service Act 1912, a Secretary
to the Board.

16. Functions of Board- (1) The principal function of the 10
Board shall be to make recommendations to the Minister

in respect of such matters relating to public health as may be
referred to it by the Minister, and in particular any matters
that may be so referred to it relating to-

(a) The adoption of a general health policy for the promo- 15
tion of health, the prevention of disease and disa-
bility, and the adequate and effective treatment of
disease, and the proportion of the available
resources that should be allocated for each of the

foregoing purposes: 20
( b) The relationship of the control and management of

hospitals to the general health policy:
(c) The operation of medical, pharmaceutical, hospital,

maternity, and other related benefits under Part III

of the Social Security Act 1938, and their relation- 25

ship to the general health policy:
(d) The co-ordination of the activities of local authorities

under this Act, and of the activities of voluntary
associations in respect of public health, with the
activities of the Department of Health. 30

( 2) The Board shall hold such inquiries, make such
decisions, awards, determinations, and recommendations,
give such directions and consents, and do such other acts and
things, as are provided for in this Act or in any other enact-
ment, or as may in its opinion be necessary for the effective 35
administration of this Act.

(3) For the purpose of enabling the Board to carry out its
functions, any Minister may arrange for any officer of his
Department to attend such meetings of the Board, or of any
committee appointed by the Board, as may be deemed 40
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necessary, and to submit such reports and other information
as may be required for the deliberations of the Board or
committee.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 13

5 17. Board may be appointed as a Commission of Inquiry-
( 1) For the purpose of better enabling the Board to fulfil its
functions, the Governor-General may from time to time
appoint the Board, or any three or more persons being mem-
bers of the Board, to be a Commission under the Commissions

10 of Inquiry Act 1908 to inquire into any matter within the
scope of its jurisdiction, and, subject to the provisions of this
Act, all the provisions of that Act, except sections eleven and
twelve (which relate to costs), shall apply accordingly.

( 2) In any such case, the Chairman of the Commission, or
15 the Secretary to the Board purporting to act by direction of

the Chairman, may exercise the powers of the Commission
in respect of citing parties and summoning witnesses, and may
do any other act preliminary or incidental to the hearing or
consideration of any matter by the Commission.

20 (3) In addition to its powers under the Commissions of
Inquiry Act 1908, the Commission may from time to time, if it
thinks fit, rehear any matter that has been heard and
determined by it.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 14

25 18. Committees of Board-(1) The Board may from time
to time appoint committees, consisting of two or more persons,
to inquire into and report to the Board on such matters within
the scope of its functions as are referred to them by the Board,
or to exercise on behalf of the Board any of its powers or

30 functions; and may from time to time delegate to any such
committee any such power or function as aforesaid. Any
such committee may include persons who are not members of
the Board.

(2) Every such committee shall be subject in all things to
35 the control of the Board, and may at any time be discharged,

altered, or reconstituted by the Board.
(3) Subject to any general or special directions given or

conditions imposed by the Board, any committee to whom
any power or function is delegated under this section may

40 exercise that power or function in the same manner and with
the same effect as if it had been conferred directly by this Act
and not by delegation.

15
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(4) Every committee purporting to act pursuant to any
delegation under this section shall be presumed to be acting
in accordance with the terms of the delegation, in the absence
of proof to the contrary.

(5) Any delegation under this section may be revoked at 5
any time.

( 6) No delegation under this section shall prevent the
exercise of any power or function by the Board.

Health Districts

19. Health districts-( 1) For the purposes of this Act, the 10
Governor-General may from time to time, by Order in
Council, declare New Zealand or any part thereof to be
divided into health districts, with such names and boundaries
as he thinks fit.

( 2) The boundaries of every health district shall be fixed 15
by reference to the boundaries of the counties, boroughs, or
town districts comprised therein, and shall vary with any
alteration in such last-mentioned boundaries.

( 3) In no case shall part only of any county, borough, or
town district be included within the boundaries of a health 20
district.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 15

20. Medical Officer of Health for every health district-For
the purposes of this Act, every health district shall be in the
charge of a Medical Officer of Health appointed under this 25
Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 16

21. Evidence of authority of Medical Officer or Inspector
of Health-The fact that any Medical Officer of Health or
any Inspector of Health exercises his functions in any health 30
district shall be sufficient evidence of his authority to do so.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 18

22. Certain officers to have functions of Medical Officers of

Health-The Director-General, the Deputy Director-General
of Health, and the Director of the Division of Public Hygiene 35
shall have all the functions of a Medical Officer of Health,
and may exercise those functions in any part of New Zealand.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 19; 1951. No. 44, s. 3
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PART II

POWERS AND DUTIES OF LoCAL AUTHORITIES

23. General powers and duties of local authorities in respect
of public health-Subject to the provisions of this Act, it shall

5 be the duty of every local authority to promote and conserve
the public health within its district, and for that purpose
every local authority is hereby empowered and directed-

(a) To appoint all such Sanitary Inspectors and other
officers and servants as in its opinion are necessary

10 for the proper discharge of its duties under this Act:
(b) To cause inspection of its district to be regularly made

for the purpose of ascertaining if any nuisances, or
any conditions likely to be injurious to health or
offensive, exist in the district:

15 (c) If satisfied that any nuisance, or any condition likely
to be injurious to health or offensive, exists in the
district, to cause all proper steps to be taken to secure
the abatement of the nuisance or the removal of the
condition:

20 (d) Subject to the direction of the Board of Health or of the
Director-General, to enforce within its district the
provisions of all regulations under this Act for the
time being in force in that district:

(e) To make bylaws under and for the purposes of this Act
25 or any other Act authorising the making of bylaws

for the protection of the public health:
(f) To furnish to the Medical Officer of Health from time

to time such reports as to diseases and sanitary con-
ditions within its district as the Board of Health or

30 the Director-General or the Medical Officer of

Health may require.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 20

24. Governor-General may exempt certain local autho-
rities- (1) The Governor-General may, by Order in Council,

35 exempt any local authority other than a Borough Council
from any or all of the duties imposed on local authorities
by this Part of this Act, and in any such case may limit the
powers conferred on local authorities by this Part of this Act
to such extent as may be specified in the Order.

40 (2) Any such Order in Council may be at any time in like
manner revoked.

3
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(3) While any such Order in Council remains in force the
local authority to which it relates shall not be required to
perform the duties imposed on local authorities by this Part
of this Act, or such of those duties as may be specified in the
Order, and the powers of the local authority shall be limited 5
in the manner and to the extent specified in the Order.

(4) An Order in Council shall not be issued under this
section except on the recommendation of the Board of Health
on the ground that the local authority is unable to make
adequate provision for the promotion and conservation of the 10
public health within its district.

( 5) While an Order in Council under this section remains
in force with respect to any local authority it shall be the duty
of the Department of Health to do all such things as it con-
siders necessary, having regard to the provisions of the Order 15
in Council, for the promotion and conservation of the public
health within the district of the local authority.

( 6) All expenses incurred by the Department in the exercise
of its powers under this section in the district of any local
authority shall be recoverable from that local authority as a 20
debt due to the Crown.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 21

Sanitary Works

25. Local authority to provide sanitary works- (1) For the
purposes of this section, the term "sanitary works" means- 25

( a) Drainage works, sewerage works, and works for the
disposal of sewage;

(b) Waterworks;
( c) Works for the collection and disposal of refuse, night-

soil, and other offensive matter; 30
(d) Sanitary conveniences for the use of the public;
( e) Swimming baths;
( f) Dressing sheds;
( g) Mortuaries;
(h) Cemeteries; 35
(i) Crematoria;
( j ) Disinfecting and cleansing stations established under

this Act; and

(k) Any other works declared by the Governor-General by
Order in Council to be sanitary works, 40

and includes all lands, buildings, machinery, reservoirs, dams,
tanks, pipes, and appliances used in connection with any such
sanitary works,
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(2) The Board of Health may from time to time require
any local authority to provide for the benefit of its district,
whether within or beyond the boundaries thereof, such
sanitary works as the Board may specify in the requisition

5 or to alter or extend any sanitary works previously provided
by the local authority. Any requisition issued under this
subsection may specify a time, not being less than three
months after the service of the requisition, within which
proposals for the carrying out of the work shall be submitted

10 to the Board under this section, and may contain such general
directions relating to the carrying out of the work, including
a direction as to the amount of expenditure to be incurred,
as the Board thinks fit.

( 3) Any two or more local authorities may with the Board's
15 approval, and shall if so required by the Board, combine for

the purpose of providing, altering, or extending any sanitary
works pursuant to this section; and where they have combined
or have been required to combine for that purpose a requi-
sition under subsection two of this section may be issued to

20 them jointly, and any reference in subsections four to nine of
this section to a local authority shall be construed accordingly.

(4) Every requisition issued under this section shall be in
writing under the seal of the Board and shall be served on the
local authority.

25 (5) Any such requisition as aforesaid may at any time in
like manner be withdrawn or modified by a further requisition
under this section:

Provided that-

(a) A requisition shall not, without the consent of the local
30 authority to which it was issued, be modified or

withdrawn after the Board has approved the
proposals of that local authority:

(b) The modification of a requisition shall not prejudice
the local authority's right to make a special order

35 under section twenty-seven of this Act.
( 6) Any local authority to which a requisition is issued

shall within the time specified in the requisition submit to
the Board proposals for the provision, alteration, or extension
of sanitary works in accordance with the requisition. The

40 proposals shall include plans and specifications of the works
and all other particulars of the work to be carried out, and
an estimate of its cost.

19
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( 7) The Board may approve the proposals with or without
modifications, which may include conditions subject to which
the work is to be carried out, and the local authority shall
carry out the work in accordance with the proposals as
approved. 5

( 8) I f the local authority fails to submit proposals within
the time specified in the requisition, or if the Board does not
approve the proposals, the Board may itself make proposals,
and any proposals so made by the Board shall have effect as
if made and submitted by the local authority. 10

( 9) Before making or modifying any proposals the Board
shall send a draft of the proposals or modifications to the
local authority and shall give the local authority an oppor-
tunity of making representations in relation to the draft.
Notice of the Board's final determination on the proposals 15
shall be served on the local authority.

( 10) Any expenses actually incurred by the Board in
making or modifying proposals under this section, together
with a reasonable charge for services rendered by any officer
or employee of the Board or of any Government Department 20
in connection therewith, shall be defrayed by the local
authority concerned in the proposals or, if there are two or
more local authorities concerned, by those authorities in such
proportions as the Board may, in default of agreement,
determine. The expenses actually incurred may be paid in 25
the first instance out of money appropriated by Parliament
for the purpose.

(11) Any expenses so paid and any charges so made for
services may be recovered as a debt due from the local
authority or authorities to the Crown or may be deducted 30
from any money payable to the local authority or authorities
out of the Public Account pursuant to any Act, and all money
so recovered shall be paid into the Consolidated Fund.

( 12) Any person authorised in writing in that behalf by
the Medical Officer of Health may at any time during the 35
office hours of a local authority, but not so as to interfere
unreasonably with the carrying out of his duties by any officer
of that local authority, inspect all documents in the local
authority's possession relating to any sanitary works which it
is proposed, whether under this section or otherwise, to 40
provide, alter, or extend.
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(13) The obligation of a local authority to comply with the
provisions of this section and with any requisition issued
under this section shall not be limited by the fact that the
local authority may not be empowered by any Act other than

5 this Act to undertake works of the kind referred to in the

requisition.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 22; 1951, No. 44, s. 4; S.R. 1937/103,
1938/129, 1941/16

26. Appeal against requisition or determination of Board
10 of Health-If any local authority is dissatisfied with a

requisition or determination of the Board of Health under
section twenty-five of this Act it may, within three months
after the service of the requisition or, as the case may be, of
notice of the determination, give notice of appeal, in writing,

15 to the Minister, who shall take all steps necessary to constitute
a Board of Appeal under section one hundred and twenty-four
of this Act, and the provisions of that section shall apply
accordingly. One of the assessors under that section shall be
appointed on the recommendation of the local authority, and

20 the other on the recommendation of the Board of Health.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 23 (1), (3) ; 1951, No. 44, s. 5 (1)

27. Local authority may raise loans for sanitary works-
( 1) All sanitary works within the meaning of this Act shall
be deemed to be public works within the meaning of the

25 Public Works Act 1928.

( 2) Any local authority required by the Board of Health
to provide, alter, or extend any sanitary works under this Act
may raise a special loan for that purpose under the Local

Bodies' Loans Act 1926 by special order and, notwithstanding
30 anything in section nine of that Act, without the prior consent

of the ratepayers.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 24; 1951, No. 44, s. 6

Appointment of Sanitary InspectoTs

28. Appointment of Sanitary Inspectors by local autho-
35 rities-(1) For the purposes of this Part of this Act, every

local authority shall, subject to the provisions of any regula-
tions made under this Act, appoint one or more Sanitary
Inspectors, being not less in any case than the number required
in that behalf by the Director-General.

21
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( 2) While any regulations are in force under this Act
prescribing the qualifications to be possessed by persons
appointed as Sanitary Inspectors, no person shall be appointed
by any local authority as a Sanitary Inspector who is not
qualified for appointment as such in accordance with those 5
regulations.

(3) If any local authority fails to appoint or to continue
to employ such number of Sanitary Inspectors as the Director-
General may require, any Inspector of Health authorised in
that behalf by the Director-General may carry out the duties 10
of a Sanitary Inspector within the district of that local autho-
rity; and in any such case the salary and expenses of that
Inspector of Health for the period during which he so acts,
or such proportion thereof as the Director-General may
appoint, shall be payable by the local authority, and may be 15
recovered accordingly as a debt due to the Crown, or may
be deducted from any money payable to that local authority
out of the Public Account.

(4) Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of
this section, any local authority may with the approval of the 20
Director-General, instead of appointing any Sanitary
Inspector as aforesaid, pay into the Consolidated Fund from
time to time such sums as may be agreed on between the
Director-General and the local authority towards the salary
and expenses of an Inspector of Health, and in any such 25
case the powers, functions, and duties of a Sanitary Inspector
within the district of that local authority shall be exercised
and performed by such Inspector of Health as for the time
being is authorised in that behalf by the Director-General.

( 5) No agreement entered into by a local authority for 30
the purposes of subsection four of this section shall, except
with the concurrence of the Director-General, be terminated
unless at least twelve months' notice in writing of intention to
terminate the agreement has been given to the Director-
General by the local authority. 35

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 25; 1940, No. 17, s. 5 (1)-(3)

Nuisances

29. Nuisances defined for purposes of this Act-Without
[imiting the meaning of the term "nuisance", a nuisance shall
be deemed to be created in any of the following cases, that is 40
to say:

( a) Where any pool, ditch, gutter, watercourse, sanitary
convenience, cesspool, drain, or vent pipe is in such
a state or is so situated as to be offensive or likely
to be injurious to health: 45
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( b) Where any accumulation or deposit is in such a state
or is so situated as to be offensive or likely to be
injurious to health:

(c) Where any premises, including any accumulation or
5 deposit thereon, are in such a state as to harbour or

to be likely to harbour rats or other vermin:
( d) Where any premises are so situated, or are of such con-

struction, or are in such a state, as to be offensive or
likely to be injurious to health:

10 (e) Where any roof, gutter, drain, spouting, downpipe, or
wall of a building causes dampness in the building
or in any adjoining building by reason of its in-
sufficiency or defective condition:

( f ) Where any building or part of a building is so over-
15 crowded as to be likely to be injurious to the health

of the occupants, or does not, as regards air space,
floor space, lighting, or ventilation, conform with the
requirements of this or any other Act, or of any
regulation or bylaw under this or any other Act:

20 (g) Where any factory, workroom, shop, office, warehouse,
or other place of trade or business is not kept in a
clean state, and free from any smell or leakage from
any drain or sanitary convenience:

(h) Where any factory, workroom, shop, office, warehouse,
25 or other place of trade or business is not provided

with appliances so as to carry off in a harmless and
inoffensive manner any fumes, gases, vapours, dust,
or impurities generated therein:

(i) Where any factory, workroom, shop, office, warehouse,
30 or other place of trade or business is so overcrowded

while work is carried on therein, or is so badly
lighted or ventilated, as to be likely to be injurious to
the health of the persons employed therein:

( j) Where any buildings or premises used for the keeping
35 of animals are so constructed, situated, used, or kept,

or are in such a condition, as to be offensive or
likely to be injurious to health:

(k) Where any animal, or any carcass or part of a carcass,
is so kept or allowed to remain as to be offensive or

40 likely to be injurious to health:
(1) Where any trade, business, manufacture, or other

undertaking is so carried on as to be unnecessarily
offensive or likely to be injurious to health:

23
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(m) Where any chimney, including the funnel of any ship
but not including the chimney of a private dwelling-
house, sends out smoke in such quantity, or of such
nature, or in such manner, as to be offensive or likely
to be injurious to health, or in any manner contrary 5
to any regulation:

(n) Where the burning of any waste material, rubbish, or
refuse in connection with any trade, business,
manufacture, or other undertaking produces smoke
in such quantity, or of such nature, or in such 10
manner, as to be offensive or likely to be injurious
to health:

( o) Where any street, road, right of way, passage, yard,
premises, or land is in such a state as to be offensive
or likely to be injurious to health: 15

(p) Where any well or other source of water supply, or any
cistern or other receptacle for water which is used
or is likely to be used for domestic purposes or in
the preparation of food, is so placed or constructed,
or is in such a condition, as to render the water 20
therein offensive, or liable to contamination, or likely
to be injurious to health:

( q) Where there exists on any land or premises any con-
dition giving rise or capable of giving rise to the
breeding of flies or mosquitoes or suitable for the 25
breeding of other insects, or of mites or ticks, which
are capable of causing or transmitting disease.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 26; 1940, No. 17, s. 18; 1943, No. 20,
s. 15

30. Penalties for permitting or causing nuisances- 30
( 1 ) Every person by whose act, default, or sufferance a
nuisance arises or continues, whether that person is or is not
the owner or occupier of the premises in respect of which the
nuisance exists, commits an offence against this Act.

( 2) Whenever, after any conviction of any offence under 35
this section, the person convicted can lawfully abate the
nuisance and fails or neglects, or continues to fail or neglect,
to do so, he shall be deemed to have committed a further
offence and shall be liable therefor under subsection one oi

this section. 40

Cf, 1920, No. 45, s. 27
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31. Provisions of this Act as to nuisances to be in addition

to other rights-The provisions of this Act relating to
nuisances shall be deemed not to abridge or affect any right,
remedy, or proceeding under any other Act or at law or in

5 equity:
Provided that no person shall be punished for the same

offence both under the provisions of this Act and under any
other enactment or any bylaw.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 28

10 32. Provisions of this Act as to nuisances to apply to
Crown-The provisions of this Act relating to nuisances,
including any regulations or bylaws thereunder, shall, unless
otherwise specifically provided therein, apply to nuisances
created by the Government or by any officer thereof in his

15 capacity as such officer.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 29

33. Proceedings in respect of nuisances-( 1) All proceed-
ings under this Act in respect of nuisances shall be heard and
determined by a Magistrate's Court presided over by a

20 Magistrate alone.
( 2) The Court, if satisfied that a nuisance exists on the

premises, or that, though abated, it is likely to recur, may by
order--

(a) Require the owner and the occupier to abate the
25 nuisance effectively:

(b) Prohibit the recurrence of the nuisance :
(c) Both require the abatement and prohibit the recurrence

of the nuisance:

(d) Specify the works to be done in order to abate the
30 nuisance or prevent its recurrence, and the time

within which they shall be done.
(3) If the Court is of opinion that by reason of the

nuisance any dwelling or other building is unfit for human
occupation, it may, by the same or any subsequent order,

35 prohibit the use thereof for that purpose until the nuisance
has been effectively abated to its satisfaction, or until provision
has been made to its satisfaction to prevent the recurrence of
the nuisance.

(4) Any order made under subsection three of this section
40 may be rescinded by the Court when it is satisfied that the

nuisance has been effectively abated, or, as the case may be,

4

25
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that due provision has been made to prevent its recurrence;
but until the order is rescinded it shall not be lawful to let or

occupy the house or building to which the order relates.
( 5) Every person commits an offence against this Act who

makes default in duly complying with any order made under 5
the foregoing provisions of this section.

( 6) I f the default consists of not doing the works necessary
in order to abate the nuisance effectively, or to prevent its
recurrence, the local authority, or the Medical Officer of
Health on behalf of the local authority, shall cause the works 10
to be done at the expense in all things of the owner and the
occupier, who shall be jointly and severally liable for the cost
of the works.

( 7) If there is no known owner or occupier of the land or
premises on which any such nuisance as aforesaid exists, or if 15
the owner or occupier cannot be found, the Court may by
order direct that the nuisance be abated by the local authority
or Medical OfTicer of Health at the expense of the local
authority.

( 8) All expenses incurred by or on behal f of the local 20
authority under this section, together with reasonable costs in
respect of the services of the local authority, shall be recover-
able from the owner or the occupier of the premises in respect
of which they are incurred as a debt due to the local authority,
and until paid they shall by virtue of this Act be deemed to 25
be a charge on the land on which the premises are situated.

(9) All materials, refuse, and things removed by the local
authority or the Medical Officer of Health in abating any
such nuisance or doing any such works as aforesaid shall be
sold, destroyed, or otherwise disposed of as the local authority 36
or the Medical Officer of Health thinks fit. All money arising
therefrom shall be applied in or towards satisfaction of the
expenses incurred, and the surplus, if any, shall be carried to
the account of the fund or rate applicable to works relating
to sanitation, or, if there is n6 such fund or rate, shall form 35
part of the general funds of the local authority.

( 10) In any proceedings under this secti6n the Magistrate
may himself examine the premises or authorise any other
person to do so, and may direct the 6wner and the occupier of
any other premises to be summoned in respect 6f the nuisance, 40
and join them as parties to the prdcedings.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 30
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34. Powe/,to abate nuisance without notice-( 1) Where by
reason of the existence of a nuisance on any premises within
the district of any local authority immediate action for the
abatement of the nuisance is necessary in the opinion of the

5 Engineer of the local authority or of the Sanitary Inspector,
the Engineer or Inspector, with such assistants as may be

} necessary, and without notice to the occupier, may enter on
the premises and abate the nuisance.

( 2) All expenses incurred in the abatement of a nuisance
10 under this section shall be recoverable from the owner or the

occupier of the premises in respect of which they are incurred,
as a debt due to the local authority.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 31 '

35. Proceedings when nuisance caused by default outside
15 district-In any case where it appears that a nuisance existing

within the district of a local authority is wholly or partjy
caused by some act or default outside the district, proceedings
may be taken against any person in respect of that act or
default in the same manner and with the same incidents and

20 consequences as if the act or default were wholly inside the
district.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 32

Refuse and Sanitary Services

36. Local authorities to make provision for removal of
25 refuse, etc:-(1) Every local authority may, and if so directed

by the Board of Health shall, undertake or contract for the
efficient performance of the following services within its
district or within any part thereof, that is to say:

( a) The removal of house refuse or other rubbish or waste
30 matter from premises, and the collection thereof:

(b) The sweeping, cleansing, and watering of streets, in-
cluding footpaths, and the collection and removal
therefrom of all refuse and rubbish:

( c) The disposal of refuse and rubbish so as not to be a
35 nuisance or injurious to health:

(d) The providing of receptacles for the temporary deposit
and collection of refuse, rubbish, and waste matter:

( e) The collection, removal, and disposal of nightsoil, and
the cleansing of sanitary conveniences.

27
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( 2) Any local authority may for the purpose of any such
service as aforesaid sell or supply to the occupiers of any
premises any pans or other receptacles used for the purposes
of such service, and may charge a reasonable price or fee
therefor. 5

( 3) Any two or more local authorities may, with the
approval of the Board of Health, combine for the purpose
of any of the services specified in this section.

(4) Every person commits an offence and is liable to a fine
not exceeding ten pounds who in any way obstructs or hinders 10
the local authority or its contractor in the performance of any
services under this section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 33

37. Further provisions as to removal of refuse, etc.-With
respect to the collection, removal, and disposal of refuse other 15
than trade refuse, and the collection, removal, and disposal
of nightsoil, under section thirty-six of this Act the following
provisions shall apply:

( a) The work shall be executed promptly, efficiently, and at
regular and prescribed intervals to the satisfaction of 20
the Medical Officer of Health:

(b) If in respect of any premises default is made in execut-
ing any such work efficiently or at the prescribed
intervals, the occupier or an Inspector of Health
may serve notice thereof on the local authority: 25

( c) If the notice is served as aforesaid the local· authority
shall forthwith inform the contractor, if any:

( d) I f the notice is served on the local authority, then, un-
less the work is done within a reasonable time there-

after, the person in default shall be deemed to have 30
committed an offence and shall be liable to a fine not

exceeding ten pounds:
( e) For the purpose of the last preceding paragraph, the

expression "person in default" means the contractor
if the work is being executed by contract or the 35
officer in charge of the work if it is being executed
by the local authority.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 34
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38. Right of local authority to use portion of reserve for
del}ot- (1) Any local authority may, with the consent of the
Minister, set apart as a site for the deposit and disposal of
nightsoil or refuse any portion of any reserve of which the

5 control or management is vested in it.
(2) Any such consent may be at any time in like manner

revoked.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 35

Buildings

10 39. Requirements of dwellinghouses as to supply of water
and sanitary conveniences-(1) It shall not be lawful for any
person to erect or rebuild any building intended for use as a
dwellinghouse, or for any person to sell, or let, or sublet, or
permit to be occupied as a dwellinghouse, any building or part

15 of a building, unless in every such case sufficient provision is
made in accordance with regulations or bylaws in force in the
district, or, in the absence of such regulations or bylaws, to
the satisfaction of the Medical Officer of Health, for the
following matters, that is to say:

20 (a) An adequate and convenient supply of wholesome
water available for the inmates of the dwelling:

(b) Suitable appliances for the disposal of refuse water in
a sanitary manner:

( c) Sufficient sanitary conveniences available for the
25 inmates of the dwelling.

( 2) Every person commits an offence and is liable to a fine
not exceeding fifty pounds who contravenes or fails to comply
in any respect with any of the provisions of this section.

(3) Where any building intended for use as a dwelling-
30 house is erected or rebuilt in contravention of this section, or

where any building or part of a building is let or sublet as a
dwellinghouse in contravention of this section, the owner of
the building, or, in the case of any such subletting as aforesaid,
the person for the time being entitled to receive the rent

35 payable in respect of the subletting, shall be liable, in addition
to any penalty under the last preceding subsection, to a fine
not exceeding five pounds for every day during which the
building so erected or rebuilt or any part thereof, or, as the
case may be, the building or part thereof so let or sublet, is

40 ' inhabited while not in conformity with the requirements of
this section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 36; 1945, No. 40, s. 32

29
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40. Sanitary requirements for business premises-(1) With
respect to any premises where any trade or business is carried
on and in which persons are employed the following provisions
shall apply:

( a) Sufficient and suitable sanitary conveniences shall be 5
provided and maintained in accordance with
regulations or bylaws in force in the district or, in
the absence of such regulations or bylaws, to the
satisfaction of the Medical Officer of Health, and
shall, be conveniently accessible to the persons 10
employed in the premises:

( b) If members of both sexes are so employed, not being
members of the same family, the conveniences shall
be entirely separate for each sex so as to ensure
privacy: 15

(c) There shall be provided and maintained for the use
of the persons so employed adequate and suitable
facilities for washing, and the facilities shall be kept
in a clean and orderly condition:

( d) An adequate supply of wholesome drinking water 20
shall be provided for the free use of the persons so
employed.

( 2) If default is made in faithfully complying with any of
the requirements of this section the owner and the occupier
shall each be deemed to have committed an offence against 25
this Act and shall be severally liable accordingly.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 37; 1940, No. 17, s. 18

41. Owners or occupiers may be required to cleanse
premises-( i) If any local authority is of opinion that thd
cleansing of any premises is necessary for preventing danger to 30
health or for rendering the premises fit f6r occupation, it may
cause an order ( in this section referred to as a cleansing order)
to be served on the owner or occupier of the premises requiring
him to cleanse the same in the manner and within the time

specified in the order in that behalf. 15
( 2) If the person on whom the cleansing order is served

does not comply therewith, the local authority may cause
the premises to be cleansed in the manner specified in the
order at the cost in all things of the owner or occupier.

(3) Every person commits an offence against this Act who 40
fails to comply with any cleansing order served on him under
this section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45,3.39

1
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42. Local authority may require repairs and issue closing·
order- (1) This section shall apply in any tase where the
Medical Officer of Health, or the Engineer of any local
authority, or any other officer of a local authority duly

5 authorised in that behalf, gives to the local authority a certifi-
cate to the effect-

( a) That any premises within the district of the local
authority are, by reason of structural defects, in such
a condition as to create a nuisance within the mean-

10 ing of section twenty-nine of this Act; or
( b) That any dwellinghouse within that district is, by

reason of its situation or structure or state of dis-

repair or insanitary condition, likely to cause injury
to the health of any persons therein, or otherwise

15 unfit for human habitation; or
(c) That any dwellinghouse within that district is without

an adequate supply of wholesome water as required
by this Act; or

( d) That any premises within that district are without
20 sufficient sanitary conveniences as required by this

Act.

( 2) In any case to which this section applies, the local
authority may, and shall if so required by the Board of Health,
cause to be served on the owner of the premises, or his agent,

25 a notice in writing requiring the owner to carry out any
repairs, alterations, or works specified in the notice (herein-
after referred to as a repair notice) within a time to be
specified in the notice, and stating that if the notice is not
complied with a closing order may be issued under this

30 section. If the owner is not the occupier of the premises a copy
of the notice shall be served on the occupier (if any). A copy
of the notice shall also be served on every person having a
registered interest in the land under any mortgage or other
encumbrance.

35 (3) Where any such notice is not complied with to the
satisfaction of the local authority, the local authority may,
and shall if so required by the Board of Health, issue an order
(hereinafter referred to as a closing order) prohibiting the use
of the premises for human habitation or occupation from a

40 time to be specified in the order ( being not less than twenty-
one days after the issue of the order) until such repairs, altera-
tions, or works as may be specified in the closing order have
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been carried out to the satisfaction of the local authority. The
closing order shall be served forthwith on the occupier of the
premises; and if the occupier is not the owner a copy shall be
served on the owner or his agent. If the premises are unoccu-
pied, the closing order shall be served on the owner or his 5
agent. A copy of the closing order shall also be served on
every person having a registered interest in the land under
any mortgage or other encumbrance.

(4) Notwithstanding anything in subsection two or sub-
section three of this section, the Director-General may in any 10
case to which this section applies, if in his opinion a closing
order should be issued immediately, direct the local authority
to issue a closing order under the said subsection three without

first giving notice under the said subsection two; and there-
upon the local authority shall issue and serve a closing order 15
accordingly.

( 5) If the owner of any premises to which this section
applies cannot be found, or is out of New Zealand and has no
known agent in New Zealand, the occupier (if any) of the
premises shall be deemed for the purposes of this section to be 20
the agent of the owner.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 40; 1940, No. 17, s. 6; 1949, No. 51,
s. 23

43. Appeal against closing order- (1) The owner or occu-
pier of any premises in respect of which a closing order is 25
issued, or any person having a registered interest in the land
under any mortgage or other encumbrance, may appeal
against the closing order by applying to a Magistrate's Court,
within fourteen days after the service on him of the closing
order, or, as the case may be, the copy of the closing order, 30
for an order cancelling or modifying the closing order.

( 2) Pending the determination of any such application the
closing order shall be deemed to be suspended.

( 3) On the hearing of the application the Court, whose
decision shall be final, may cancel the closing order, or may 35
confirm it either absolutely or subject to such modifications
and conditions as the Court thinks fit.

(4) Every application to the Court under this section shall
be made and dealt with by way of originating application„
on notice, under the rules of procedure for the time being in 40
force under the Magistrates' Courts Act 1947, and the pro-
visions of those rules shall apply accordingly.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 41,42,43
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1 44. Issue of closing order by Medical Officer of Health-
(1) Where a local authority fails to issue a repair notice or
a closing order when required or directed to do so under
section forty-two of this Act, the Medical Officer of Health,

5 when authorised to do so by the Director-General, may issue
a repair notice or, as the case may require, a closing order,

j which shall be served in the same manner and shall have
j the same effect, and, in the case of a closing order, shall be

subject to appeal in the same manner, as if it were a repair
10 notice or a closing order issued by the local authority, and

the provisions of this Act relating thereto, so far as they are
• applicable and with the necessary modifications, shall· apply
 accordingly.

(2) All costs incurred by or against the Medical Officer of
15 Health on any appeal under this section shall be recoverable

from the local authority as a debt due to the Crown, or may
be deducted from any money payable out of the Public
Account to the local authority.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 45

20 45. Determination of closing order-(1) As soon as the
repairs, alterations, or works specified in a closing c,rder have
been carried out to the satisfaction of the Engineer or other
authorised officer of the local authority or, as thi case may
require, the Medical Officer of Health, the local authority

25 or Medical Officer of Health shall cancel the closing order,
which shall then cease to have any force or effect.

( 2) Every person aggrieved by any refusal or failure of the
local authority or Medical Officer of Health to cancel a closing
order under this section may appeal against that refusal or

30 failure by applying to a Magistrate's Court for an order can-
ceiling the closing order.

(3) Every such application to the Court shall be made and
dealt with in the same manner as if it were an appeal against
the issue of a closing order.

35 (4) On the hearing of any such application the Court,
whose decision shall be final, may make such order as it
thinks fit.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 46

46. Closing order for premises owned by local authority-
40 (1) This section shall apply to any premises, including any

dwellinghouse, owned by any local authority.
5
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( 2) Where in respect of any premises to which this section
applies the Medical Officer of Health gives to the Director-
General a certificate to the effect of any of the provisions of
paragraphs (a) to (d) of subsection one of section tony-tu)o
of this Act, the Director-General may, with the prior approval 5
of the Board of Health, cause to be served in respect of the
premises a repair notice and, in default of compliance there-
with by the local authority, a closing order. A repair notice and
a closing order under this section shall be served in the same
manner and shall have the same effect and, in the case of a 10
closing order, be subject to appeal and be cancelled in the same
manner, as if it were a repair notice or a closing order issued
by a local authority, and the provisions of this Act relating
thereto, so far as they are applicable and with the necessary
modifications, shall apply accordingly. 15

47. Failure to comply with closing order-Every person
commits an offence against this Act who, being the owner
or occupier of any premises in respect of which a closing order
is in force-

( a) Inhabits or occupies the premises or any part thereof; 20
or

(b) Permits or suffers any other person to inhabit or occupy
the premises or any part thereof.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 44

48. Local authority may require demolition- (1) Where 25
the Medical Officer of Health, or the Engineer of any local
authority, or any other officer of a local authority duly
authorised in that behalf, gives to the local authority a
certificate to the effect that any building or part of a building
should be demolished on the grounds- 30

( a) That any repairs, alterations, or works required to be
carried out in connection with the building pursuant
to a closing order have not been so carried out; or

(b) That the building or any part of it is in such a
condition as to be unfit for use or occupation or 35
likely to cause injury to the health of the occupier
or of any other person or persons,

the local authority may, and shall if so required by the Board
of Health, by requisition in writing require the owner of the
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building to take down and remove the building or part thereof
specified in the requisition within a time to be specified in the
requisition. The requisition shall state that if it is not complied
with a demolition order may be applied for under this Act.

5 (2) If the owner is not the occupier of the building a copy
of the requisition shall be served on the occupier (if any) .

(3) A copy of the requisition shall also be served on every
{ person having a registered interest in the land under any

mortgage or other encumbrance.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 47 10

49. Magistrate's Court may make demolition order- (1) If
I the owner fails to comply with a requisition under section
, forty_eight of this Act, a Magistrate's Court may, on the
f

i application of the local authority, make an order (hereinafter
15 referred to as a demolition order) that the building or any

 part thereof be taken down and removed, at the expense in
] all things of the owner, within a time to be specified in the

order.

(2) Every application to the Court under this section shall
20 be made and dealt with by way of originating application, on

notice to the persons required to be served under section
forty-eight of this Act, under the rules of procedure for the
time being in force under the Magistrates' Courts Act 1947,
and the provisions of those rules shall apply accordingly.

25 Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 48

50. Issue of requisition by Medical Officer of Health-
( 1) Where any local authority fails to issue a requisition to
take down and remove any building or part of a building
when required to do so by the Board of Health, the Medical

30 Officer of Health, when authorised to do so by the Director-
General, may issue a requisition, which shall be served in the
same manner and shall have the same effect as if it were a

requisition issued by the local authority; and a Magistrate's
Court may, on the application of the Medical Officer of

35 Health, make a demolition order accordingly under section
forty-nine of this Act.

( 2) Where any local authority, having issued a requisition
as aforesaid, fails to apply for a demolition order on non-
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compliance with the requisition, the Medical Officer of
Health, when authorised to do so by the Director-General,
may issue a further requisition and, if necessary, apply to a
Magistrate's Court for a demolition order, or may apply for a
demolition order without further requisition; and on any such 5
application the Magistrate's Court may make a demolition
order as aforesaid.

( 3) All costs incurred by or against the Medical Officer of
Health on any application under this section shall be recover-
able from the local authority as a debt due to the Crown, or 10
may be deducted from any money payable out of the Public
Account to the local authority.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 52

51. Enforcement of demolition order- (1) If any demoli-
tion order is not obeyed, the local authority, or, as the case 15
may require, the Medical Officer of Health acting with the
authority of the Director-General, may cause the building, or
the part specified in the order, to be taken down and removed
in compliance with the order.

( 2) All costs and expenses incurred by the local authority 20
Dr by the Crown under this section shall be recoverable from
the owner of the building as a debt due to the local authority,
or, as the case may require, as a debt due to the Crown.

( 3) The local authority, or, as the case may require, the
Crown, may destroy or sell or otherwise dispose of anY 25
materials taken from any building or part thereof under this
section.

(4) In the case of the sale of any such materials the
proceeds or any part thereof may be applied in or towards
payment of the costs and expenses incurred under this section. 30
The residue ( if any) shall be applied in or towards payment
of any registered encumbrances on the land in the order of
their priority; and the balance (if any) shall be paid to the
owner on demand.

(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the 35
liability of the owner of the building for any offence against
this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 49,50
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52. Offences in respect of requisition or demolition order-
( 1) Every person commits an offence against this Act who,
being the owner or occupier of any building in respect of
which or of part of which any such requisition as aforesaid is

5 issued,-
( a) Inhabits or occupies that building or that part; or
( b) Without lawful excuse, permits or suffers any other

person to inhabit that building or that part:
Provided that where an application is made to a

10 Magistrate's Court for a demolition order, no offence shall
be deemed to have been committed under this subsection by
reason of the occupation of that building or that part before
the date of the demolition order.

( 2) Every owner of any building commits an offence
15 against this Act who without lawful excuse fails to comply

with a demolition order made in respect of that building or
of any part thereof.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 49,51

53. Restriction on use of materials for building-(1) No
20 person shall use in the erection of any building or any part

of any building any materials that have been used in any other
building, except pursuant to a certificate of some competent
person authorised in that behalf by the local authority of the
district in which it is intended so to use the materials to the

25 effect that the materials are fit for the purpose for which it
is intended to use them.

( 2) Every person commits an offence against this Act who
acts in contravention of the provisions of subsection one of
this section.

30 (3) Without limiting the liability of any person under sub-
section two of this section, where any materials are used in
contravention of this section the local authority may, on the
certificate of the Medical Officer of Health that the materials

are in an insanitary condition, cause the materials to be taken
35 down and removed or destroyed. All costs and expenses

incurred by the local authority under this subsection shall be
recoverable from the owner of the building as a debt due to
the local authority.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 53; 1940, No. 17, s. 18
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O#ensive Trades

54. Restrictions on carrying on offensive trade- (1) No
person shall establish any offensive trade within the district
of any local authority, or erect or extend any premises for
the purposes of or in connection with any offensive trade, 5
except with the prior consent in writing of the local authority
and of the Medical Officer of Health and subject to such
conditions as the local authority or the Medical Officer of
Health may impose. For the purposes of this subsection a
person who recommences an offensive trade in any premises 10
after not less than two years' disuse of those premises for the
purposes of any such trade shall be deemed to establish an
offensive trade.

( 2) Where any local authority consents to the establish-
ment of any offensive trade under this section, and the 15
premises or proposed premises on which the offensive trade is
to be carried on are or will be situated within five miles of any
part of the boundary of the district of any other local
authority, the consenting local authority shall forthwith give
notice in writing to that other local authority of the fact that 20
the consent has been given. In any such case, the consent shall
not take effect until after the expiry of three months from the
date of the notice or, if within that period that other local
authority gives notice of appeal under section flfty-#ve of this

Act, until the appeal is heard and the consent is confirmed by 25
the Board of Appeal:

Provided that if within the said period of three months
that other local authority notifies the consenting local autho-
rity that it does not intend to appeal against the consent, the
consent shall thereupon take effect. 30

( 3) No person shall carry on any offensive trade except
on premises for the time being registered by the local authority
in accordance with regulations made under this Act.

(4) No person shall carry on any offensive trade established
in contravention of subsection one of this section, or carry on 35
any offensive trade in any premises erected or extended in
contravention of that subsection.

( 5) Any local authority may, in its discretion, refuse to
register or to renew the registration of any premises under
this section, and, subject to any regulations made under this 40
Act, may impose such conditions as it thinks fit in respect of
the registration or renewal of registration of the premises.
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( 6) Every person who acts in contravention of or fails to
comply in any respect with any provision of this section or
any condition prescribed under this section commits an offence
and is liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds and,

5 in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine not
exceeding ten pounds for every day on which the offence has
continued.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 54,55 (1), (2), 56; 1940, No. 17,
s. 7

10 55. Appeal against decision of local authority or Medical
Officer of Health-(1) Any person who is aggrieved by the
refusal of any local authority or of the Medical Officer of
Health to consent to the establishment of any offensive trade
or to the erection or extension of any premises, or by the

15 refusal of any local authority to register or renew the registra-
tion of any premises, under section fifty-four of this Act, may,
within three months after being notified of the refusal, give
notice of appeal, in writing, to the Minister, who shall take all
steps necessary to constitute a Board of Appeal under section

20 one hundred and twenty-fouT of this Act, and the provisions
of that section shall apply accordingly. One of the assessors
under that section shall be appointed on the recommendation
of the local authority or, as the case may require, the Director-
General, and the other on the recommendation of the

25 appellant.
( 2) Where any local authority consents to the establishment

of any offensive trade under section Bfty-TOUT of this Act, and
the premises or proposed premises on which the offensive
trade is to be carried on are or will be situated within five miles

30 of any part of the boundary of the district of any other local
authority, that other local authority may, within three months
after the date of the notice given to it under subsection two
of that section, give notice of appeal, in writing, to the
Minister, who shall take all steps necessary to constitute a

35 Board of Appeal under section one hundred and twenty-four
of this Act, and the provisions of that section shall apply
accordingly. One of the assessors under that section shall be
appointed on the recommendation of the consenting local
authority and the other on the recommendation of the

40 appellant.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 54 (1), 55 (3), (4) ; 1940, No. 17,

s. 7

39
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56. Local authority to notify Medical Officer of Health
of registered chemical works-Every local authority that
registers or renews the registration, under section fifty-four of
this Act, of any premises for the carrying on of any chemical
works shall notify the Medical Officer of Health, during the 5
month of June in every year, of any premises for the time
being so registered for that purpose, and of the name of the
occupier, the address of the premises, and the nature of the
chemical process for which registration has been so granted
or renewed. 10

Animals

57. Local authority may restrict keeping of animals-Any
local authority may, and shall if so required by the Board of
Health, by bylaw define areas within its district in which it
shall be unlawful- 15

(a) To erect or establish or maintain stables or cow sheds
or piggeries; or

(b) To keep animals of any species specified in the bylaw.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 57

58. Restrictions on establishment of stock saleyards- 20
( 1) No person shall establish any stock saleyard within the
district of any local authority, or extend any stock saleyard,
except with the prior consent in writing of the local authority
and of the Medical Officer of Health and subject to such
conditions as the local authority or the Medical Officer of 25
Health may impose. For the purposes of this subsection a
person who uses any premises as a stock saleyard after not
less than two years' disuse of those premises for the purposes
of such a saleyard shall be deemed to establish a stock
saleyard. 30

( 2) No person shall use any premises as a stock saleyard
unless the premises are for the time being registered by the
local authority as a stock saleyard in accordance with regula-
tions made under this Act.

(3) Any local authority may refuse to register or to renew 35
the registration of any premises under this section if-

(a) The Medical Officer of Health certifies that the
premises are maintained in an insanitary condition;
and
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( b) The owner or occupier of the premises, after the certi-
ficate is given, fails to comply with a requisition
from the local authority requiring the carrying out
of such sanitary improvements as the Medical

5 Officer of Health deems necessary.
(4) Every person who acts in contravention of or fails to

comply in any respect with any provision of this section or
any condition prescribed under this section commits an offence
and is liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds and,

10 in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine not
exceeding ten pounds for every day on which the offence has
continued.

( 5) For the purposes of this section, the expression "stock
saleyard" means any premises used or intended to be used as

15 a saleyard for cattle, horses, sheep, swine, or goats.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 58,59,60

59. Appeal against decision of local authority or Medical
Officer of Health-Any person who is aggrieved by the refusal
of any local authority or of the Medical Officer of Health to

20 consent to the establishment or extension of any stock sale-
yard, or by the refusal of any local authority to register or
renew the registration of any premises, under section Atty-eight
of this Act may, within three months after being notified of the
refusal, give notice of appeal, in writing, to the Minister, who

25 shall take all steps necessary to constitute a Board of Appeal
under section one hundred and twenty-four of this Act, and
the provisions of that section shall apply accordingly. One of
the assessors under that section shall be appointed on the
recommendation of the local authority or, as the case may

30 require, the Director-General, and the other on the recom-
mendation of the appellant.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 59 (2)

Pollution of Watercourses, etc.

60. Pollution of water supply- (1) Every person commits
35 an offence and is liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred

pounds who directly or indirectly pollutes the water supply
of the district of any local authority, or any portion of that
supply, in such a manner as to make the water dangerous to
health, or offensive, or unfit for domestic use.

6

41
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( 2) Every person commits an offence and is liable to a fine
not exceeding one hundred pounds who directly or indirectly
pollutes any watercourse that passes through a borough or
town district, whether or not that watercourse forms part of
the water supply of the borough or town district, unless he 5
satisfies the Court that no part of the watercourse within the
limits of the borough or town district is thereby made
dangerous to health or offensive.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 61 j

61. Control of watercourses, etc.-(1) Subject to the pro- 10
visions of this section, for the purposes of this Act every local
authority shall have control of all watercourses, streams,
lakes, or other sources of water supply within its district.

( 2) The Governor-General may, if he thinks fit in the
interests of public health, by Order in Council declare that 15
any specified watercourse, stream, lake, or other source of
water supply, or any specified portion thereof, shall be under
the control of any local authority for the purpose of prevent-
ing the pollution thereof, notwithstanding that it may not be
within the district of that local authority or on land belonging 20
to that local authority, and every such notice, until it is in
like manner revoked, shall have effect according to its tenor.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 62

62. Supply of water from polluted source-(1) Where the
Medical Officer of Health certifies in writing to a local 25
authority that any watercourse, stream, lake, or other source
of water supply, or any portion thereof, under the control of
that local authority for the purposes of this Act is so polluted
that the water therein or therefrom is dangerous to health,
the local authority shall forthwith cease to supply or permit 30
to be used for domestic purposes any water from that source or
portion thereof, as the case may be, and shall not supply or
permit to be used any such water so long as the certificate of
the Medical Officer of Health remains in force.

( 2) Any certificate by a Medical Officer of Health under 35
this section may be at any time revoked as soon as the Medical
OfRcer of Health is satisfied that the water from the source or

portion thereof referred to in the certificate is no longer
dangerous to health.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 63 40
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63. Powers of Director-General as to polluted water
supply- (1) If any local authority contravenes or fails to
comply with any of the provisions of the last preceding section,
the Director-General may, at the expense in all things of the

5 local authority, cause all necessary measures to be taken for
preventing the use of water from any polluted source of water
supply, and for remedying any dangerous condition of that
water supply.

( 2) All expenses incurred by the Director-General under
10 this section, together with an additional amount not exceeding

j five per cent thereof, may be recovered from the local
authority as a debt due to the Crown, or may be deducted
from any money payable out of the Public Account to that
local authority.

1 15 Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 64

Bylaws

64. Bylaws- (1) Every local authority may, for the
purposes of this Act, make bylaws for all or any of the
following matters, namely:

20 (a) Conserving public health, and preventing or abating
nuisances:

(b) Prescribing the minimum area of land on which a
dwellinghouse may be erected in the district of the
local authority or any specified part thereof:

25 (c) Prescribing the minimum air space adjacent to any
dwellinghouse or to any specified class of dwelling-
house that shall be kept free of buildings or other
structures; and generally for preventing the over-
crowding of land with buildings:

30 (d) Prescribing for buildings a minimum frontage to a
public or private street or road:

( e) With respect to the site, erection, and construction of
buildings, including the lighting, ventilation„ and
air space of rooms for human habitation:

35 (f) With respect to hotels, lodginghouses, boardinghouses,
tenement houses, apartment houses, rooming houses,
or other premises occupied by the members of
more than one family, for any of the following
matters:

43
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(i) The minimum floor space and the minimum
height of the walls and ceiling of any room used for
cooking operations or as a bedroom, and the
minimum air space to be provided for every
occupant of any bedroom: 5

(ii) The supply of water for any such premises:
(iii) The sanitary conveniences to be provided:
(iv) The proper lighting and ventilation of any

rooms in any such premises:
(g) Regulating drainage and the collection and disposal of 10

sewage, and prescribing conditions to be observed in
the construction of approved drains, septic tanks,
sanitary conveniences, and sanitary appliances:

(h) With respect to the cleansing and repairing of buildings,
and the paving and sanitation of yards and other 15
areas appurtenant to buildings:

(i) Regulating the situation and construction of stables, cow
sheds, and piggeries:

( j) Regulating the situation, construction, and sanitation of
stock saleyards: 20

(k) Prohibiting or regulating the deposit on any land of
refuse or offensive matter:

(1) Regulating the collection, transportation, and disposal
of nightsoil, rubbish, waste matter, and refuse:

(m) Regulating, licensing, or prohibiting the keeping of 25
any animals in the district or in any part thereof:

(n) Regulating the mode of disposal of dead animals:
(o) Regulating the handling and storage of noxious sub-

stances, or of goods which are or are likely to become
offensive: 30

( p) Regulating the situation and structure of buildings used
for or in connection with offensive trades:

( q) Regulating the conduct of offensive trades, and of
manufactures and processes which may be offensive
or dangerous to the persons employed in or about 35
the same or injurious to health:

(r) Making provision for the proper cleansing, ventilation,
sanitation ( including the provision of sanitary con-
veniences available for the use of the public), and
disinfection of theatres, halls, and churches, and of 40
places of public resort, and requiring such buildings
and places to be closed for admission to the public
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at such intervals and during such periods as may
be deemed necessary to enable such cleansing,
ventilation, and disinfection to be effectively under-

; taken:

5 (s) Regulating and prescribing the cleansing and renovation
of public conveyances:

(t) Prescribing the sanitary precautions to be adopted in
respect of any business or trade:

(u) For preventing the outbreak or spread of disease by
10 the agency of flies, mosquitoes, or other insects, or

of rats, mice, or other vermin:
(v) For the protection from pollution of food intended for

, human consumption and of any water supply:
s (w) Regulating the sending forth of smoke from the funnels

15 of ships, and from chimneys other than the chimneys
1 of private dwellinghouses:
j (x) Providing for the inspection of any land or premises

for the purposes of this Act:
(y) Generally, for the more effectual carrying out of any

20 of the provisions of this Act relating to the powers
and duties of local authorities.

( 2) The powers conferred by this section are in addition to
the powers conferred on any local authority by any other Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 67

25 65. General provisions as to bylaws-With respect to by-
laws under this Act the following provisions shall apply:

(a) A bylaw may leave any matter or thing to be deter-
mined, applied, dispensed with, prohibited, or regu-
lated by the local authority from time to time by

30 resolution, either generally or for any classes of cases,
or in any particular case:

(b) A bylaw providing for the licensing or registration of
persons or property may provide for the payment
of reasonable fees in respect thereof:

35 (c) A bylaw may provide for the payment of reasonable
fees for inspections and other services, and may pro-
vide that where inspections and other services in
respect of which a fee has been paid have not been
made or given the local authority may refund any

40 such fee or such portion thereof as it may determine:
(d) Every fee payable to a local authority under a bylaw

shall be recoverable as a debt due to the local
authority:

1
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(e) A bylaw may apply to any land, building, work, or
property under the control of the local authority,
although situated beyond the district of the local
authority:

( f ) A bylaw may apply generally throughout the district 5
of the local authority, or within any specified part or
parts thereof.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 68,69

66. Penalties for breach of bylaws- (1) Every person who
contravenes or fails to comply with any bylaw made under 10
this Act commits an offence and is liable to a fine not exceed-

ing fifty pounds and, in the case of a continuing offence, to a
further fine not exceeding five pounds for every day on which
the offence has continued.

( 2) The local authority may, after the conviction of any 15
person for a continuing offence against any bylaw, apply to
any Court of competent jurisdiction for an injunction to
restrain the further continuance of the offence by the person
so convicted.

( 3) The continued existence of any work or thing in a 20
state contrary to any bylaw shall be deemed to be a continuing
offence within the meaning of this section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 70, 71

67. Mode of making bylaws-( 1) All bylaws made by a
local authority under this Act shall be made in the same 25
manner in all respects as if they were bylaws made pursuant
to the Act under which the local authority is constituted.

(2) A copy of all bylaws proposed to be made under this
Act shall be sent to the Medical Officer of Health for sub-

mission to the Director-General not less than twenty-eight 30
days before the bylaws are confirmed.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 73

68. Copies of bylaws to be available-The local authority
shall cause printed copies of all its bylaws under this Act to be
kept at its office, and to be sold at a reasonable charge to any 35
person who applies for the same.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 72
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Duties and Powers of Harbour Boards
69. Duties and powers of Harbour Boards-(1) Every Har-

bour Board within the meaning of the Harbours Act 1950
shall, with respect to any lands, wharves, or waters under

5 its control and not within the district of any local authority,
have all the duties and powers of a local authority in respect
of the following matters, that is to say:

(a) The prevention and abatement of nuisances, and the
taking of all proper steps to ensure the removal of

10 any condition likely to be injurious to health or
offensive:

( b) The disposal of refuse and other offensive matter from
any such lands, wharves, or waters, or from any
ships for the time being in the harbour:

15 (c) The provision and maintenance of sanitary conveni-
ences for the use of the public on any such lands or
wharves:

(d) Subject to the direction of the Board of Health or of
the Director-General, the enforcement of any

20 regulations for the time being in force under this
Act, so far as they are applicable:

(e) The making of bylaws under this Act for the aforesaid
purposes.

( 2) The foregoing provisions of this Act relating to bylaws,
25 so far as they are applicable, shall apply to bylaws made by a

Harbour Board under this section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 74

PART III

INFECTIOUS AND NOTIFIABLE DISEASES

30 70. Special powers of Medical Officer of Health-(1) For
the purpose of preventing the outbreak or spread of any
infectious disease, the Medical Officer of Health may from
time to time, if authorised to do so by the Minister,-

(a) Declare any land, building, or thing to be insanitary,
35 and prohibit its use for any specified purpose:

(b) Cause any insanitary building to be pulled down, and
the timber and other materials thereof to be

destroyed or otherwise disposed of as he thinks fit:
(c) Cause insanitary things to be destroyed or otherwise

40 disposed of as he thinks fit:
(d) Cause infected animals to be destroyed in such manner

as he thinks fit:
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( e) Require persons to report themselves or submit them-
selves for medical examination at specified times
and places:

(f) Require persons, places, buildings, ships, animals, and
things to be isolated, quarantined, or disinfected as 5
he thinks fit:

(g) Forbid persons, ships, animals, or things to come or be
brought to any port or place in the health district
from any port or place which is or is supposed to be
infected with any infectious disease: 10

(h) Forbid persons to leave the health district or the place
in which they are isolated or quarantined until they
have been medically examined and found to be free
from infectious disease, and until they have under-
gone such preventive treatment as he may in any 15
such case prescribe:

(i) Forbid the removal of ships, animals, or things from
the health district, or from one port or part thereof
to another, or from the place where they are isolated
or quarantined, until they have been disinfected or 20
examined and found to be free from infection:

( j) Prohibit the keeping of animals or of any species of
animal in any specified part of the health district:

(k) Forbid the discharge of sewage, drainage, or insanitary
matter of any description into any watercourse, 25
stream., lake, or source of water supply:

(1) Use or authorise any local authority to use as a
temporary site for a special hospital or place of
isolation any reserve or endowment suitable for the
purpose, notwithstanding that such use may conflict 30
with any trust, enactment, or condition affecting the
reserve or endowrnent:

(m) By order published in a newspaper circulating in the
health district, require all theatres and other places
of public amusement, all bars and private bars in 35
premises licensed or deemed to be licensed for the
sale of liquor under the Licensing Act 1908, all
billiard rooms, all churches, reading rooms, and
public halls, and all other premises where people
are accustomed to assemble for any purpose within 40
the district, or within any defined area thereof, or
any of such premises as aforesaid, to be closed for
admission to the public either until further order or
for any fixed period, and either absolutely or subject
to such qualifications as he thinks fit: 45
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(n) By order published in like manner, prohibit until
further order or for any fixed period, and either
absoluteiy or subject to such qualifications as he
thinks fit, the congregation of people at any race-

5 course, recreation ground. or other place within the
health district:

(o) By order published in like manner, prohibit until
further order or for a fixed period the attendance
of children under the age of dxteen years in schools,

10 Sunday schools, theatres, or places of public amuse-
ment within the district or within any defined area
thereof; or, without the publication of an order,
prohibit the admission of children under the age of
sixteen years to any school, Sunday school, theatre,

15 or place of pablic amusement.
(2) The Medical Officer of Health, and any Inspector or

other person authorised in that behalf by the Medical Officer
of Health, may at any time, with or without assistants, enter
on any lands, buildings, or ships, and inspect the same and all

20 things thereon or therein; and may do, with respect to any
persons, places, lands, buildings, ships, animals, or things,
whatever in the opinion of the Medical Officer of Health is
necessary or expedient for the purpose of carrying out the
foregoing provisions of this section.

25 (3) In no case shall the Medical Officer of Health, or any
Inspector or assistant or other person, incur any personal
liability by reason of anything lawfully done by him under
the powers conferred by this section.

Cf. 1920, Na. 45, s. 76

30 71. Powers of Medical Officer of Health on outbreak of

infectious disease- (1) In the event of the outbreak of any
infectious disease the Medical Officer of Health, with the
authority in writing of the Minister, may-

(a) Take possession of and occupy and use such lands and
35 buildings, whether public or private, as in his opinion

are required for the accommodation and treatment
of patients:

( b) By requisition in writing served on the owners or other
persons for the time being in charge of any vehicles,

40 require the exclusive use of such vehicles for the
conveyance of patients, or of persons in attendance
on patients, or otherwise for use in connection with
the outbreak of disease as aforesaid:

49
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( c) By requisition in writing served on the occupier of any
premises or on any person for the time being in
charge of any premises, require to be delivered to
him or in accordance with his order such drugs and
articles of food or drink, and such other materials, 5
as he deems necessary for the treatment of patients.

( 2) Every person who suffers any loss or damage by the
exercise of any of the powers conferred on the Medical Officer
of Health by this section shall be entitled to compensation to
be determined in case of dispute by a Magistrate's Court, 10
whose decision shall be final.

( 3) Every person who refuses or fails to comply with any
requisition under this section, or who counsels, procures, aids,
or incites any other person so to do, or who interferes with or
obstructs the Medical Officer of Health or any person acting 15
under the authority of the Medical Officer of Health in the
exercise of any powers under this section, commits an offence
and is liable on summary conviction before a Magistrate to a
fine not exceeding one hundred pounds.

Of. 1920, No. 45, s. 75 20

72. Penalties for obstructing Medical Officer of Health-
Every person commits an offence and is liable to a fine
not exceeding one hundred pounds, and, in the case of a con-
tinuing offence, to a further fine not exceeding fifty pounds
for every day on which the offence has continued, who in any 25
way, directly or indirectly, by act or default-

( a) Obstructs or hinders the Medical Officer of Health in
the exercise of his functions and powers under the
foregoing provisions of this Part of this Act, or
obstructs or hinders any Inspector or other person 30
acting with the authority or by direction of the
Medical Officer of Health:

( b) Does anything which the Medical Officer of Health in
the exercise of those functions and powers forbids to
be done: 35

(c) Refuses, delays, or neglects to comply with any direction
or requirement of the Medical Officer of Health in
the exercise of those functions and powers.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 77

73. Medical Officer of Health may cause sanitary works to 40
be undertaken-(1) Without limiting the liability of any
person for an offence under the last preceding section, if any
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offence under that section consists in not doing any sanitary
work or in failing to remedy any sanitary defect the Medical
Officer of Health may himself cause the work to be done or
the defect to be remedied at the expense in all things of the

5 offender.

( 2) All such expenses shall be recoverable as a debt due to
the Crown.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 78

74. Medical practitioners to give notice of cases of notifi-
10 able disease- (1) Every medical practitioner who has reason

to believe that any person professionally attended by him is
suffering from a notifiable disease or from any sickness of
which the symptoms create a reasonable suspicion that it is a
notifiable disease shall-

15 (a) In tile case of a notifiable infectious disease, forthwith
inform the occupier of the premises and every person
nursing or in immediate attendance on the patient
of the infectious nature of the disease and the pre-
cautions to be taken, and forthwith give notices in

20 the prescribed form to the local authority of the
district and to the Medical Officer of Health:

( b) In the case of a notifiable disease other than a notifiable
infectious disease, forthwith give notice in the pre-
scribed form to the Medical Officer of Health.

25 (2) Where in any hospital any person who is attended by
any medical practitioner employed or engaged ( whether in
an honorary capacity or otherwise) by the Hospital Board
having the control of the hospital is found to be suffering from
a notifiable disease, the Medical Superintendent or other

30 medical officer for the time being in charge of the hospital
shall-

(a) In the case of a notifiable infectious disease, forthwith
give notices in the prescribed form to the local
authority of the district and to the Medical Officer

35 of Health:

( b) In the case of a notifiable disease other than a notifiable
infectious disease, forthwith give notice in the
prescribed form to the Medical Officer of Health.

(3) Every medical practitioner who by post-mortem
40 examination or otherwise becomes aware that any deceased

person was affected with a notifiable disease shall forthwith
give notice in the prescribed form to the Medical Officer of
Health.
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(4) Every medical practitioner commits an offence against
this Act who fails to comply with the requirements of this
section.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 79

75. Duty of occupier of premises as to infectious disease- 5
( 1) When any person is suffering from any sickness of which
the symptoms create a reasonable suspicion that it is a
notifiable infectious disease, it shall be the duty of the occupier
or other person for the time being in charge of the premises
in which the first-mentioned person is living to consult a 10
medical practitioner, or to notify the local authority of the
district of the existence of a disease suspected to be a notifiable
infectious disease.

( 2) Every person commits an offence against this Act who
fails to comply with the provisions of this section. 15

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 80

76. Duty of master of vessel in harbour as to infectious
disease-( 1) When any person on board a ship in any
harbour is suifering from any sickness of which the symptoms
create a reasonable suspicion that it is a notifiable infectious 20
disease, it shall be the duty of the master of the ship to notify
the Port Health Officer of the existence of a disease suspected
to be a notifiable infectious disease.

( 2) Every such master commits an offence against this Act
who fails to comply with the provisions of this section. 25

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 81

77. Medical Officer of Health may enter premises-The
Medical Officer of Health, or any medical practitioner
authorised in that behalf by the Medical Officer of Health or
by the local authority of the district, may at all reasonable 30
times enter any premises in which he has reason to believe that
there is or recently has been any person suffering from a
notifiable infectious disease or recently exposed to the infection
of any such disease, and may medically examine any person
on those premises for the purpose of ascertaining whether that 35
person is suffering or has recently suffered from any such
disease.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 82

1
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78. Director-General of. Health may order post-mortein
examination-If the death of any person is suspected to have
been due to a notifiable disease and the facts relating to the
death cannot with certainty be ascertained without a post-

5 mortem examination, or if it is desirable for preventing the
occurrence or spread of a notifiable disease that the facts
relating to the death of any person should be ascertained, the
Director-General of Health may order a post-mortem
examination of the body of the deceased person to be made

10 by a medical practitioner.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 83

79. Isolation of persons likely to spread infectious disease-
(1) If the Medical Officer of Health or any Inspector of
Health has reason to believe or suspect that any person,

15 whether suffering from an infectious disease or not, is likely
to cause the spread of any infectious disease, he may make an
order for the removal of that person to a hospital or other
suitable place where he can be effectively isolated.

( 2) An order under this section shall be made in every case
20 where the Medical Officer of Health or the Inspector is

satisfied that any person who is likely to spread an infectious
disease cannot, without removal, be effectively isolated or
properly attended.

( 3) An order under this section may be executed by the
25 Medical Officer of Health or the Inspector, or by any person

authorised in that behalf by the Medical Officer of Health
or the Inspector, and may be executed by force if necessary.

(4) The medical officer or other person in charge of the
hospital or other place to which any person is ordered to be

30 removed as aforesaid shall, on the presentation of the order,
receive the person to whom the order relates and shall arrange
for his isolation in accordance with the requirements of the
Medical Officer of Health or the Inspector and, in the case of
a person requiring medical treatment, for such treatment, and,

35 unless the Medical Officer of Health otherwise permits, shall
detain him, by force if necessary, in isolation until he has been
medically examined and found to be free from infectious
disease and until he has undergone such preventive treatment
as the Medical Officer of Health may prescribe.

40 (5 ) Any person who is isolated in accordance with this
Act, whether pursuant to an order under this section or not,
and who leaves the place of isolation while he is required to
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be so isolated, may be arrested by any officer of the Depart-
ment of Health or by any member of the staff of the hospital
or other place of isolation or by any constable, without
warrant, and delivered forthwith to the same or another
suitable place of isolation, and detained there pursuant to sub- 5
section four of this section.

(6) Every person commits an offence against this Act who
wilfully disobeys an order under this section, or who obstructs
or delays or in any way interferes with the prompt execution
thereof, or who, being isolated in accordance with this Act, 10
leaves or attempts to leave the place of isolation without
proper authority.

Cf. 1941, No. 26, s. 31

80. Offences in respect of infectious or communicable
diseases-( 1) Every person commits an offence against this 15
Act who-

( a) While to his own knowledge suffering from any
infectious disease, wilfully is in any public place
without having taken proper precautions against the
spread of infection: 20

( b) While in charge of any person suffering as aforesaid,
takes him into or allows him to be in any public
place without having taken proper precautions
against the spread of infection:

( c) While suffering as a foresaid, enters any public convey- 25
ance; or, while in charge of any person so suffering,
takes him into any public conveyance without in
every such case notifying the driver or conductor of
the fact.

( 2) Every person commits an offence against this Act 30
who-

( a) Lends, sells, transmits, or exposes any things which to
his knowledge have been exposed to infection from
any communicable disease, unless they have first been
effectively disinfected, or proper precautions have 35
been taken against spreading the infection:

( b) Lets for hire any house or part of a house to be shared
or occupied in common by or with any person who
to his knowledge is suffering from any communicable
disease: 40

( c) Lets for hire any house or part of a house in which
there then is, or within the previous month has been,
any person to his knowledge suffering from any com-
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municable disease, unless the house or part thereof,
as the case may be, and all things therein liable to
infection have been effectively disinfected to the
satisfaction of a Medical Officer of Health before the

5 person hiring goes into occupation:
( d) When letting or negotiating to let to any person for

hire any house in which any person suffering from
an infectious disease is then living, or any part of
any such house, does not disclose that fact.

10 (3) For the purposes of this section, the expression "public
place" has the same meaning as in Part II of the Police
Offences Act 1927.

(4) For the purposes of this section, the keeper of a
lodginghouse or boardinghouse or the licensee or person

15 charged with the management of any premises licensed or
deemed to be licensed under the Licensing Act 1908 shall be
deemed to let part of a house for hire to any person admitted
as a guest or lodger to the lodginghouse or boardinghouse or
premises.

20 Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 85 (1) (a)-(c), (3), 86

81. Power of local authority to disinfect premises-Where
the local authority is of opinion that the cleansing or dis-
infection of any premises or of any article is necessary for
preventing the spread or limiting or eradicating the infection

25 of any infectious disease, the local authority may authorise
any Inspector, with or without assistants, to enter on the
premises and to carry out such cleansing and disinfection.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 87

82. Medical Officer of Health may order premises to be
30 disinfected- (1) Whenever the Medical Officer of Health is

of opinion that the cleansing or disinfection of any premises
or of any article is necessary for preventing the spread or
limiting or eradicating the infection of any communicable
disease, or otherwise for preventing danger to health, or for

35 rendering any premises fit for occupation, he may, by notice in
writing, require the local authority of the district to cleanse
or disinfect the premises or article within a time specified in
the notice.

(2) On receipt of a notice under subsection one of this
40 section it shall be the duty of the local authority, within the

time specified in the notice in that behalf, to cleanse and
disinfect the premises or article accordingly.
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( 3) I f the local authority fails to carry out any work within
the time specified in the notice, or in any other case where
the Medical Officer of Health thinks fit to do so, the Medical
Officer of Health may authorise any Inspector, with or with-
out assistants, to enter on any premises and to carry out such 5
disinfection and cleansing; and the cost of such disinfection or
cleansing shall be recoverable from the local authority as a
debt due to the Crown.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 88

83. Infected articles may be destroyed-Where any article 10
dealt with by a local authority or any Inspector under section
eighty-one or section eighty-two of this Act is of such a nature
that it cannot be effectively disinfected, the local authority or
Inspector may cause the article to be destroyed.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 89 15

84. Establishment of mortuaries and disinfecting stations-
( 1) Any local authority may, and when so required by the
Board of Health shall, either separately or jointly with any
other local authority or local authorities or with a Hospital
Board,- 20

(a) Provide, equip, and maintain places for the reception of
dead bodies (hereinafter referred to as mortuaries)
pending the carrying out of any post-mortem

examination or until removal for interment, and
provide facilities for carrying out in the mortuaries 25
post-mottem examinations authorised under the

Coroners Act 1951 or under any other enactment:
(b) Provide, equip, and maintain disinfecting and cleansing

stations, plant, equipment, and attendance for the
cleansing of persons and for the disinfection of bed- 30
ding, clothing, or other articles which have been
exposed to or are believed to be contaminated with
the infection of infectious disease, or which are dirty
or verminous:

( c) Provide vehicles for the conveyance of infected articles 35
and any other accommodation, equipment, or
articles required for dealing with any outbreak of
infectious disease:

( d) Provide disinfectants for public use.
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(2) No building shall be erected or maintained under the
foregoing provisions of this section as a mortuary or as a dis-
infecting or cleansing station unless the plans and specifications
and the site thereof have been approved by the Director-

5 General.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 91; 1954, No. 55, s. 2

85. Notice of death from infectious disease-When any
person has died of an infectious disease, the funeral director or
other person having charge of the funeral of the deceased

10 shall forthwith, after having been informed of the cause of
death and before the removal of the body from the building or
other place in which it may then be, give to the Medical
Officer of Health notice in the prescribed form and manner
of the fact of the death and the cause thereof.

15 Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 92

86. Duties of local authorities as to burials-(1) Where the
body of any person who has died is in such a state as to be
dangerous to health, the Medical Officer of Health may order
the body to be buried forthwith, or within a time limited in

20 the order, and may, if he thinks fit, order that the body,
pending burial, be removed to the nearest mortuary.

( 2) If the order is not complied with, it shall be the duty
of the local authority to cause the body to be buried forth-
with or to be removed to a mortuary for the purpose of being

25 thence buried.

(3) Any order under this section may be complied with on
behalf of and at the cost of the local authority by any
Inspector of Health, or any constable, or any person authorised
in that behalf by the Medical Officer of Health or Inspector.

30 (4) If the body is removed to the mortuary, it shall be the
duty of the local authority to cause it to be buried.

(5) The expenses of the removal and burial of the body by
the local authority may be recovered from any person legally
liable to pay the expenses of the burial, as a debt due to the

35 local authority.
(6) Every person commits an offence against this Act who

in any way prevents or obstructs the due and prompt execution
of any order under this section or of any of the powers
exercisable under this section.

40 (7) In this section, references to burial shall be deemed to
include references to cremation in any case where cremation
may be lawfully carried out.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 93

8
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87. Compensation for persons injuriously affected-
( 1) Subject to the provisions of this section, in every case
where any building, animal, or thing is destroyed by or by
order of the Medical Officer of Health, or an Inspector of
Health, or any local authority, pursuant to the powers con- 5
ferred by this Part of this Act, every person injuriously
affected thereby shall be entitled to compensation.

( 2) The compensation shall not exceed the actual market
value of the building, animal, or thing in respect of which the
claim is made. 10

( 3) If the destruction was necessary by reason of any
breach or neglect of duty or of the ordinary rules of sanitary
carefulness or cleanliness on the part of the claimant, or of any
person for whose acts or default the claimant is responsible,
no compensation shall be payable. 15

(4) If the destruction was necessary by reason of any such
breach or neglect as aforesaid on the part of the local
authority, the compensation shall be payable by that local
authority.

(5) If the destruction was necessary in the interests of public 20
health, and without any such breach or neglect as aforesaid,
the compensation shall be payable out of money to be appro-
priated by Parliament for the purpose.

(6) All questions and disputes relating to claims for com-
pensation shall be heard and determined by a Magistrate's 25
Court, whose decision shall be final.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 94

Venereal Disease

88. Persons suffering from venereal disease to undergo treat-
ment-(1) Every person suffering from any venereal disease, 30
or who has reason to believe that he is suffering from any
such disease, shall forthwith consult a registered medical
practitioner with respect thereto, and shall place himself
under treatment by that medical practitioner, or by some
other registered medical practitioner, or shall attend for 35
treatment at any hospital or other place available for the
treatment of venereal diseases.

( 2) Every person undergoing treatment for any venereal
disease as aforesaid shall, until he has been cured of that
disease or is free from that disease in a communicable form, 40
continue to submit himself to such treatment at such intervals
as may be prescribed, not exceeding in any case an interval
of four weeks.
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(3) Every person commits an offence against this Act who
contravenes or fails to comply in any respect with any of the
provisions of this section.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 3

5 89. Duty of medical practitioner as to patient suffering from
venereal disease-Every medical practitioner who attends or
advises any patient for or in respect of any venereal disease
from which the patient is suffering shall, by written notice in
the prescribed form delivered to the patient,-

10 (a) Direct the attention of the patient to the infectious
character of the disease, and to the penalties pre-
scribed by this Act for infecting any other person
with that disease; and

( b) Warn the patient against contracting any marriage
15 until he has been cured of that disease or is free from

that disease in a communicable form; and
( c) Give to the patient such printed information relating to

the treatment of venereal disease, and to the duties
of persons suffering from such disease, as may be

20 issued by the directions of the Minister.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 4

90. Treatment of children- (1) Any parent, guardian, or
other person in charge of a child suffering from any venereal
disease shall cause the child to be treated for that disease

25 by a registered medical practitioner.
( 2) Every parent, guardian, or other person in charge of

any such child as aforesaid who fails or neglects to have that
child treated as aforesaid by a registered medical practitioner
commits an offence against this Act.

30 (3) For the purposes of this section the term  'child" means
a person under the age of sixteen years.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 5

91. Persons other than registered medical practitioners
treating venereal disease-Every person, other than a regis-

35 tered medical practitioner, who undertakes for payment or
other reward the treatment or cure of any venereal disease
commits an offence and is liable, on summary conviction before
a Magistrate, to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year, or to both.

40 Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 7
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92. Infecting any person with venereal disease-Every per-
son who knowingly infects any other person with a venereal
disease, or knowingly does or permits or suffers any act
likely to lead to the infection of any other person with any
such disease, commits an offence and is liable, on summary 5
conviction before a Magistrate, to a fine not exceeding one
hundred pounds or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
one year, or to both.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 8

PART IV 10

QUARANTINE

93. Port Health Officers-( 1) For the purposes of this Act
the Minister may from time to time appoint any medical
practitioner, not being an employee of the Public Service, to
be a Port Health Officer, in a part-time capacity, in respect 15
of any port, and may, with the concurrence of the Minister
of Finance, fix the remuneration of each such Port Health
Officer. No person so appointed shall be deemed by reason
only of that appointment to be employed in the service of Her
Majesty for the purposes of the Public Service Act 1912 or 20
of the Superannuation Act 1947.

( 2) In the exercise of his powers and functions under this
Act, the Port Health Officer shall be subject to and shall
carry out any directions, not inconsistent with this Act,
given to him by the Medical Officer of Health for the health 25
district.

( 3) Every Medical Officer of Health shall have the func-
tions and powers of a Port Health Officer.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 2

94. Places of inspection for ships-The Minister may from 30
time to time, by notice in the Gazette, declare any specified
portion of any harbour to be a place of inspection to which
ships liable to quarantine shall be taken while awaiting
inspection by the Port Health Officer.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 95 35

95. Infected places-The Minister may from time to time,
by notice in the Gazette, declare any place in New Zealand
to be an infected place for the purposes of this Part of this Act,
on the ground that the place is infected with a quarantinable
disease. 40

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 98
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96. Ships and aircraft liable to quarantine- (1) Except as
otherwise provided in any regulations made under this Acts
the following ships shall be liable to quarantine:

(a) Every ship arriving in New Zealand from any port
5 beyond New Zealand:

(b) Every ship arriving at any port in New Zealand from
any infected place in New Zealand:

(c) Every ship on board which any quarantinable disease,
or any disease reasonably believed or suspected to

10 be a quarantinable disease, has broken out or been
discovered.

( 2) Except as otherwise provided in any regulations made
under this Act, the following aircraft shall be liable to
quarantine:

15 (a) Every aircraft arriving in New Zealand from any
place beyond New Zealand:

( b) Every aircraft arriving at any aerodrome in New
Zealand from any infected place in New Zealand.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 100; 1940, No. 17, s. 11

20 97. Persons liable to quarantine-The following persons
shall be liable to quarantine:

( a) Every person on board any ship or aircraft that is liable
to quarantine:

(b) Every person on board any ship or aircraft who is
25 suffering from any infectious disease:

( c) Every person on board any ship or aircraft who is be-
lieved or suspected by the Port Health Officer or,
in the case of an aircraft, by the Medical Officer of
Health, on reasonable grounds, to have been exposed

30 to the infection of a quarantinable disease during
such period as may be prescribed by regulations
made under this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 101; 1940, No. 17, s. 11

98. Continuance of liability to quarantine- (1) Every
35 ship or aircraft liable to quarantine shall continue to be so

liable until pratique is granted.
( 2) Every person liable to quarantine shall continue to

be so liable until he is released from quarantine pursuant to
regulations made under this Act.

40 Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 103; 1940, No. 17, s. 11
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99. Restrictions applying while ship liable to quarantine
( 1) Subject to the provisions of any regulations made under
this Act, while any ship is liable to quarantine it shall not be
lawful, except in the case of urgent necessity due to a marine
casualty or other like emergency, or except with the authority 5
of the Port Health Officer,-

(a) For the master, pilot, or other officer in charge of the
navigation of that ship to bring her or allow her to
be brought to any wharf or other landing place:

( b) For any person to go on board that ship, except the 10
Port Health Officer and his assistants, or a pilot,
or an officer of Customs, or a member of the Police
Force, or an officer appointed or authorised under
the Immigration Restriction Act 1908:

(c) For any person to leave that ship, except the Port 15
Health Officer and his assistants:

( d) For any goods, mails, or other articles whatsoever to
be landed or transhipped from that ship:

( e) For any boat, launch, or vessel, other than one in the
service of the Harbour Board or the Police Force 20

or the Department of Health, to be brought within
fifty yards of that ship.

( 2) Any authority given by the Port Health Officer under
this section may be given subject to such exceptions and
conditions as he thinks fit, and may be revoked by him at 25
any time.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 104; 1940, No. 17, s. 10 (1)-(3)

100. Quarantine signal for ships-The master of every ship
liable to quarantine shall cause the prescribed quarantine
signal to be hoisted at the mainmast head of his ship before 30
she comes within one league of any port at which she is about
to call, and shall cause the signal to be kept so hoisted until
pratique is granted.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 105

101. Inspection of ship or aircraft liable to quarantine- 35
( 1) Subject to the provisions of any regulations made under
this Act, the Port Health Officer, before granting pratique to
any ship liable to quarantine, shall board that ship and there
examine every person on board so far as may be necessary,
in his opinion, for the purpose of ascertaining whether any 40
infectious disease exists on the ship.
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(2) Subject to the provisions of any regulations made under
this Act, the Medical Officer of Health may-

( a) Board any aircra ft liable to quarantine and inspect it:
(b) Examine any person who arrives by any such aircraft

5 and who is suffering from any infectious disease,
or is believed or suspected by him, on reasonable
grounds, to be suffering from any quarantinable
disease or to have been exposed to the infection of
a quarantinable disease during such period as may

10 be prescribed by any such regulations.
( 3) In respect of any such ship, aircraft, or person as

aforesaid the Port Health Officer or, as the case may require,
the Medical Officer of Health, shall have for the purposes of
this section such powers and duties as may be prescribed by

15 regulations made under this Act.
(4) Every person to whom this section applies shall, when

required to do so, present himself before the Port Health
Officer or Medical Officer of Health, as the case may require,
and submit himself to such inspection or examination as

20 aforesaid.

( 5) The master of every such ship, and the pilot in com-
mand of every such aircraft, shall facilitate, by all reasonable
means, the boarding of the ship or aircraft by the Port Health
Officer or Medical Officer of Health and the exercise of his

25 powers and duties under this section.
Cf..1920, No. 45, s. 106; 1940, No. 17, s. 11

102. Ship's declaration of health- (f) Where.any. ship
arrives in New Zealand from any port beyond New Zealand,
the master, before the arrival of the ship, shall ascertain the

30 state of health on board; and on the arrival of the ship he
shall complete and deliver to the Port Health Officer a
maritime declaration of health in the prescribed form, which
shall be countersigned by the ship's medical officer if one is
carried.

35 (2) The master of every such ship, and the medical officer
if one is carried, shall from time to time supply to the Port
Health Officer or any person acting under his authority any
further information required by the Port Health Officer in
respect of health conditions on board during the voyage.

40 Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 107 (1)-(3)
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103. Aircraft declaration- (1) Where any aircraft arrives
in New Zealand from any place beyond New Zealand, the
pilot in command of the aircraft, or his authorised agent, on
or immediately before the arrival of the aircraft at the first
aerodrome at which it lands for the purpose of landing any 5
passengers or goods, shall complete a declaration in the pre-
scribed form containing the information required by sub-
section two of this section; and on the arrival of the aircraft
he shall deliver the declaration to the Medical Officer of

Health or to the person authorised by the Medical Officer of 10
Health to receive it.

( 2) The information to be specified in the declaration shall
include particulars of-

(a) Any illness suspected of being of an infectious nature
that has existed on board during the flight: 15

( b) Any other condition on board that may lead to the
spread of disease:

( c) Every disinsecting or sanitary treatment carried out
during the flight, specifying the place, date, and
time at which, and the method by which, it was 20
carried out. If no disinsecting was carried out during
the flight, particulars of the most recent disinsecting
shall be given.

( 3) The pilot in command of the aircraft, or his authorised
agent, shall from time to time supply to the Medical Officer 25
of Health or ally person acting under his Authority any further
information required by the Medical Officer of Health in
respect of health conditions on board during tile flight.
- . ·Cf. 1940, No. 17, s. 11

104. Offences under tast two preceding sections-( 1) The 30
master or any medical officer of a ship to which section one
hundred and two Of this Act applies, or the pilot in command
of any aircraft to which section one hundred and three of this
Act applies, or the authorised agent of the pilot in command
of any such aircraft, commits an offence and is liable to a 35
fine not exceeding one hundred pounds if he-

(a) Refuses or wilfully fails to comply with any of the pro-
visions of those sections applicable to him; or
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( b) Wilfully answers in an erroneous or imperfect or mis-
leading manner any question put to him by the Port
Health Officer or Medical Officer of Health or any
authorised person pursuant to any such provision;

5 or

( c) Wil fully gives to the Port Health Officer or Medical
Officer of Health or any authorised person, in any
declaration required to be delivered under any such
provision or in reply to any such question as afore-

10 said, any information that is erroneous or misleading.
( 2) The master or any medical officer of any such ship as

aforesaid, or the pilot in command of any such aircraft
as aforesaid, or any other person whatsoever, commits
an offence and is liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred

15 pounds if he wilfully deceives or attempts to deceive the Port
Health Officer, or the Medical Officer of Health, or any
person acting under the authority of the Port Health Officer
or the Medical Officer of Health, in respect of any matter
whatsoever with intent to obtain pratique, or with intent to

20 influence in any other respect the exercise by or on behalf of
the Port Health Officer or the Medical Officer of Health of his

authority under this Part of this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 107 (4), (5);1940, No. 17, s. 11

105. Ship arriving from infected place-The master of any
25 ship that arrives at any port from any infected place within

New Zealand shall not suffer or permit the ship to be moored
or berthed at any place except a place of inspection, unless he
is otherwise instructed by the Port Health Officer.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 108

30 106. Ship with quarantinable disease on board-Where any
ship arrives at any port in New Zealand from any other port
in New Zealand (not being an infected place), and there is on
board the ship any person suffering from any quarantinable
disease or any disease reasonably believed or suspected to be

35 a quarantinable disease, the master shall not suffer or permit
the ship to be moored or berthed at any place except a place
of inspection, unless he is otherwise instructed by the Port
Health OBRcer.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 109
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107. Grant of pratique- (1) Subject to the provisions of
any regulations made under this Act, when the Port Health
Officer is satisfied, with respect to any ship liable to quaran-
tine, that no quarantinable disease exists on board the ship,
he shall give to the master of the ship a certificate of pratique 5
in the prescribed form.

( 2) Subject to the provisions of any regulations made under
this Act, when the Medical Officer of Health is satisfied, with
respect to any aircraft liable to quarantine, that no quarantin-
able disease exists on board the aircraft, he shall give to the 10
pilot in command of the aircraft a certificate of pratique in
the prescribed form.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 110; 1940, No. 17, s. 11

108. Persons suffering from quarantinable disease-If any
person on board any ship, or arriving by any aircra ft, is found 15
to be suffering from any quarantinable disease, or is believed
or suspected by the Port Health Officer or the Medical Officer
of Health, on reasonable grounds, to be suffering from any
such disease, or to have been so recently exposed to the in-
fection of any such disease that he may suffer therefrom in 20
consequence, the Port Health Officer or, as the case may
require, the Medical Officer of Health, may do all such things
and give all such directions in respect of that person as may
be prescribed by regulations made under this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 111 ; 1940, No. 17, s. 11 25

109. Infected baggage or stores--If in the opinion of the
Port Health Officer or of the Medical Officer of Health any
quarantinable disease is likely to be spread by any baggage,
bedding, linen, clothing, food, water, stores, or equipment on
any ship or aircraft, he may do all such things and give all 30
such directions in respect thereof as may be prescribed by
regulations made under this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 119,120: 1940, No. 17, s. 11

110. Disinfection and fumigation of ships- (1) Where in
the opinion of the Port Health Officer any ship is in an insani- 35
tary condition or in a condition favourable to the outbreak or
spread of any notifiable infectious disease, he may, whether
the ship is liable to quarantine or not, serve or cause to be
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served on the master an order in writing signed by him that
the ship be cleansed, fumigated, disinfected, or treated in
such manner, within such time, and at such place as he may
direct.

5 (2) If any such order is not complied with, the master of
the ship shall be deemed to have committed an offence and
shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds.

( 3) Without limiting the liability of the master under
subsection tioo of this section, if the order is not complied

10 with the Port Health Officer may cause the ship to be
cleansed, fumigated, or treated, in accordance with the order
or otherwise, at the expense in all things of the owners or
agents of the ship. All expenses incurred under this subsection
shall accordingly be recoverable from the owner or agents as

15 a debt due to the Crown.

(4) Without limiting the general powers conferred by this
section, the Port Health Officer shall have, in respect of any
ship that is not a home trade ship within the meaning of the
Shipping and Seamen Act 1952, such powers in respect of

20 the destruction of rats on the ship as may be prescribed by
regulations made under this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 128

111. Power to board any ship and inspect- ( 1 ) The Port
Health Officer or any officer of the Department of Health

25 acting under his authority inay at any time board any ship
in any port and enter and inspect any part of the ship, and
inspect all animals and goods on board the ship, and
the passenger list. and. with the prior authority of the
Director-General, inspect the log book and other ship's

30 papers.

( 2) Where the Port Health Officer boards any ship under
this section he may require any person on board the ship who
in his opinion may be suffering from any infectious disease to
submit to any prescribed examination, and that person shall

35 submit to such examination accordingly.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 129

112. Offences-(1) The master of any ship who permits
any person liable to quarantine to leave that ship without
the authority of the Port Health Officer commits an offence

40 and is liable, on summary conviction before a Magistrate, to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months or to a
fine not exceeding two hundred pounds, or to both.
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( 2) Every person on any ship who, being liable to
quarantine, leaves the ship without the authority of the Port
Health Officer commits an offence and is liable, on summary
conviction before a Magistrate, to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three months or to a fine not exceeding two 5
hundred pounds, or to both. Every person who commits an
offence against this subsection may be arrested without warrant
by any constable, or by the Port Health Officer or any person
authorised by him in that behalf, and may be taken in custody
to the ship or to any hospital or place of isolation, and may be 10
detained until he is released from quarantine pursuant to
section ninety-eight of this Act.

( 3) Every person arriving by any aircraft who, being liable
to quarantine, leaves the aerodrome, or that part of the aero-
drome in which passengers are lawfully detained pending the 15
granting of pratique, or any place where he is lawfully
detained pending his release from quarantine, without the
authority of the Medical Officer of Health cominits an offence
and is liable, on summary conviction before a Magistrate, to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months or to a 20
fine not exceeding two hundred pounds, or to both. Every
person who commits an offence against this subsection may be
arrested without warrant by any constable, or by the Medical
Officer of Health or any person authorised by him in that
behalf, and may be taken in custody to that aerodrome or 25
place or to any hospital or place of isolation, and may be
detained there until he is released from quarantine pursuant to
section ninety-eight of this Act.

(4) Every person commits an offence against this Act who
contravenes or fails to comply in any respect with any 30
provision of this Part of this Act or with any requirement or
direction of the Port Health Officer or of the Medical Officer

of Health pursuant to any such provision.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 117,118,131; 1940, No. 17, s. 11

PART V 35

AIR POLLUTION

113. Commencement of this Part-This Part of this Act

shall come into force on a day to be appointed by the
Governor-General by Order in Council.

114. Inspection of chemical works-(1) There may from 40
time to time be appointed under section six of this Act such
inspectors as may be required for the purposes of this Part
of this Act.
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( 2) For the purposes of this Part of this Act any such
inspector may enter any chemical works at any time while
work is being carried on there, or while there is any discharge
of smoke or fumes or gases or dust into the air from any part

5 of those works, and may inspect and examine the works or
any part thereof and any process or apparatus therein, and
may make such inquiries, and make such tests and take such
samples of any substance, smoke, fumes, gas, or dust, as he
deerns necessary.

10 (3) Every such inspector shall have such other powers and
duties as may be prescribed.

( 4) The occupier of any chemical works shall from time
to time supply to any such inspector such information as he
may require in respect of the works and of any apparatus

15 therein, and in respect of any process in the works causing or
likely to cause the evolution of noxious or offensive gases, and
shall facilitate by all reasonable means the exercise by the
inspector of his powers and duties. If the occupier fails to
comply in any respect with any provision of this section he

20 commits an offence against this Act.

Cf. Alkali, etc., Works Regulation Act 1906, ss. 10,
12 (U.K.)

115. Duties of occupier of chemical works-( 1) Subject to
the provisions of any regulations made under this Act, the

25 occupier of any chemical works shall use the best practicable
means--

( a) To prevent the escape of noxious or offensive gases by
the exit Rue of any apparatus used in any process
carried on in the works; and

30 (b) To prevent discharge of such gases into the air, whether
directly or indirectly; and

( c) To render such gases, where discharged, harmless and
inoffensive.

( 2) For the purposes of this section, the expression "best
35 practicable means" includes the provision, so far as may be

reasonably practicable, and the efficient maintenance, of
appliances that are adequate for preventing any such escape
or discharge and for rendering such gases harmless and
inoffensive as aforesaid, and also the proper and efficient use of

40 those appliances and the proper supervision by or on behalf of
the occupier of any process or operation in which such gases
are evolved.
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(3) Subject to the provisions of subsection four ot this

section and of any regulations made under this Act, if at any
time any question arises :ty to the best practicable means avail-
able for the purposes of subsection one of this se.ction, it shall
be determined by an inspector appointed for the purposes of 5
this Part of this Act.

(4) If the occupier of any chemical works is aggrieved by
any determination of :111 inspector wilder subsection three of

this section he may, within one month after being notified
of the determination, give notice of appeal, iii writing, to the 10
Minister, who shall take all steps necessary to constitute a
Board of Appeal under section one hundred and twenty-four
of this Act, and the provisions of that section shall apply
accordingly. One of the assessors under that section shall be
appointed on the recommendation of the Director-General, 15
and the other on the reconiniendation of the appellant.

(5) If the occupier of any chemical works fails to Comply'
in anv respect with any provision of this section he commits
ati offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one
hundred pounds and, if the offence is a continuing one, to a 20
further fine not exceeding ten pounds for every day during
which the offence has continued.

Cf. U.K. Act, ss. 7,27

116. Duties of occupiers of fertiliser works and sulphuric
acid works-(1) The occupier of any fertiliser works or of 25
any sulphuric acid works shall do all things reasonably
necessary to ensure that the acid gases of suiphur. or of sulphur
and nitrogen, that are evolved in any process carried on in
the works are condensed iii such manner and to such extent as

may be prescribed by regulations macie under this Act. 30
(2) If the occupier of any such works as aforesaid fails to

comply in any i espect with any provision of this section he
cominits an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
one hundred pounds and, if the offence is a continuing one, to
a further fine not exceeding ten pounds for every day on which 35
the offence has continued.

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the
generality of the provisions of section one hundred and #fteen
of this Act.

Cf. U.K. Act, s. 6 40
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PART VI

REGULATIONS

117. Regulations as to public health-( 1 ) The Governor-
General may from time to time by Order in Council make

5 such regulations as may in his opinion be necessary or expedi-
ent for giving full effect to the provisions of this Act, and for all
or any of the following purposes:

Ca) The conservation and promotion of the public health:
( b) The inspection, cleansing. purifying, disinfection, fumi-

10 gation, and isolation of ships, aircraft, houses, build-
ings. yards, conveyances. drains, sewers, and things:

(c) The destruction of insanitary buildings and things:
(d) The vaccination of persons for the prevention of

quarantinable diseases and other diseases, and the
15 adoption of any other nieastires for the prevention

and mitigation of disease:
(e) The provision of medical aid, transport, accommoda-

tic,n, and curative treatment for the sick:
(f) The transportation and disposal of the dead:

20 (fr) The isolation, disinfection, and treatment of persons
suffering from any infectious disease:

(h) The isolation or medical observation and surveillance
of persons suspected to be suffering from any in-
fectious disease, of persons iii cha rge of or in attend-

25 ance on persons suffering from any infectious disease,
and of other persons who may have been exposed to
the infection of any infectious disease:

(i) The prevention of the spread of arly infectious disease
by persons who are contacts or carriers within the

30 ineaning of this Act. and the keeping of such persons
under medical surveillance, and the restriction of
the n:ove:nents and the preventive treatment of
such persons:

(j) With respect to any infectious disease, prescribing the
35 period which shall be deemed to be the period of

incubation of that disease for the purposes of this
Act:

(k) The clinic:11, chemical bncteriological. and other
cxaminations ana investigations necessary to deter-

40 mine whether any person is suffering from disease
or is a carrier of any infectious disease, and whether
any person who has been suffering from any
infectious disease has ceased to be likely to convey
infection:
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(1) The closing of schools or the regulation or restriction
of school attendance to prevent or restrict the spread
of any infectious disease:

(m) Prescribing the duties of parents or guardians of
children who are suffering from, or have recently 5
suffered from or been exposed to the infection of,
any infectious disease, and the duties of persons in
charge of schools in respect of any such children:

(n) Prescribing the accoinmodation to be provided in
connection with boarding schools, orphanages, or 10
other like institutions for the reception of persons in
attendance thereat or resident therein who may be
suffering from any infectious disease or who may be
contacts within the meaning of this Act:

(o) The regulation or restriction of the attendance of the 15
public, or of any section of the public, at any place
of public recreation or aniusement or concourse, or
the closing of anv such places for admission to the
public:

(p) The regulation, restriction, or prohibition of the 20
convening, holding, or attending of any public
gatherings:

( q) The regulation or restriction of traffic and the move-
nients of persons within or from any area in which
an infectious disease is prevalent: 25

( r) The notifications with respect to disease by medical
practitioners and other persons, and prfscribing the
fees payable to medical practitioners in respect of
such notifications:

( s) The prohibition or regulation of the importation into 30
New Zealand of any animal or thing likely to intro-
duce or disseminate disease:

(t) The destruction of rats, mice, and other vermin,
whether on land or on board any ship or any air-
craft, the abolition or prevention of conditions 35
favourable to vermin, and the prevention of the
migration of rats and mice from ships and aircraft:

( u) Securing and maintaining the cleanliness and efficient
sanitation of ships and aircraft, and preventing
danger to health from overcrowding on any ship 40
within any harbour in New Zealand, and preventing
the pollution of the waters of any harbour with
offensive matter from any ship:
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(v) The prevention of the pollution, so as to be, injurious
to health, of any river, stream, watercourse, or lake,
whether used as a source of water supply or not:

(w) The. protection of food from the infection of any com-
5 municable disease on any premises used for the

manufacture, preparation, packing, or handling of
any article of food for sale, and the prohibition or
restriction of the handling, by persons suffering from
any communicable disease, of any article of food

101( intended for sale:

(x) The organisation of local committees to assist in giving
effect to the provisions of this Act in,the, event of
epidemics of disease, and defining the powers of such
committees:

15 f (Y) Prescribing reasonable fees to be paid in respect of
registration or of any rights or privileges conferred
by this Act or by any regulations under this Act,
and the persons or authorities entitled to claim and
receive any such fees:

20, (z) Prescribing offences in respect of the contravention of or
non-compliance with any regulation made under
this Act or any requirement or direction made or
given pursuant to any such regulation.

( 2) The Governor-General may from time to time by Order
25. in, Council make regulations for any matter affecting the

public health in respect of which any local authority is
empowered by this or any other Act to make bylaws.

( 3) Where any local authority fails to make bylaws for any
such matter as aforesaid, or, having made such bylaws, fails

30 110 enforce them effectively, and the Governor-General makes
regulations in respect of that matter pursuant to the' authority
conferred by subsection two of this section, such portion of the
cost of the administration of those regulations as the Board of
Health deems just and equitable shall be chargeable to the

35 local authority, and may be recovered as a debt due to the
Crown or may be deducted from any money parable, to ·the-
local authority out of the Public Account.

(4) Nothing in any provision of this Part of this Act shall
be construed to limit the generality of an¥ other provision of

40 this ,Part.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 132 (1) (a)-(t), (z), (ac)-(ae),
(2), (3); 1940, No. 17, s. 15 (1) (c),(2)

10 '
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118. Regulations as to quarantine-Regulations made
under this Act may provide for all or any of the following
niatters:

( a) The procedure to be adopted in the inspection of ships
or aircraft arriving in New Zealand and in the 5
examination of persons on such ships or arriving
by such aircraft; the conditions subject to which
pratique may be granted; and generally the perform-
ance of quarantine:

( b) The measures of disinfection, including the disinfection 10
of any things, to be adopted in respect of any ship
or aircraft on which any infectious disease exists or
is reported to exist:

(c) The isolation and treatment of persons arriving in New
Zealand who are or are suspected to be suffering 15
from any quarantinable disease or who have been
exposed to the infection of a quarantinable disease:

(d) The release of persons from quarantine, either un-
conditionally or subject to conditions as to medical
surveillance or otherwise: 20

(e) The exemption of ships, aircraft, persons, or things of
any specified classes, or in any specified circum-
stances or classes of circumstances, from the opera-
tion of any of the provisions of Part IV of this Act
or of any regulations under this Act, either wholly 25
or in part or subject to conditions:

(f) The powers, functions, and duties of Port Health
Officers, Medical Officers of Health, and other
officers in respect of quarantine or of any of the
aforesaid matters. 30

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 132 (1) (u)-(w) ; 1940, No. 17,
s. 11 (5)

119. Regulations as to noxious substances and gases and
dangerous goods-Regulations made under this Act may
provide for all or any of the following matters : 35

( a) The regulation of the handling, storage, and disposal
of noxious substances or of goods that are or may
become injurious to health or dangerous; the
precautions to be taken in respect thereof, and the
protective clothing to be provided for and used by 40
persons or classes of persons engaged therein; the
modification or limitation of the hours of employ-
ment, and the medical examination, of any such
persons as aforesaid; and the prohibition or restric-
tion of the employment of young persons therein: 45
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(b) The prohibition or restriction of the sale, for domestic
use, of any apparatus or equipment that is or may
be injurious to health or dangerous, or that involves
the use of any poisonous or noxious substance in such

5 a manner as to be likely to cause injury to health or
danger:

(c) The regulation of the conduct of manufactures or
processes causing the evolution of any noxious or
offensive gas, or of processes in connection with the

10 condensation or treatment of noxious or offensive

gases; the methods to be used and the precautions to
be taken in respect of such manufactures or processes
for the purpose of preventing the pollution of the
atmosphere; and the powers and duties of inspectors

15 or other officers in respect of chemical works.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 67 (q), 132 (2)

120. Regulations as to registration- (1) Regulations made
under this Act may provide for all or any of the following
matters:

20 (a) The registration of drainlayers and the qualifications
of persons entitled to registration; and prohibiting,
either absolutely or subject to conditions, the laying
of drains by persons who are not registered as
drainlayers:

25 (b) The registration of persons qualified to embalm dead
bodies, or to prepare the dead for burial or crema-
tion, or to conduct funerals; and prohibiting, either
absolutely or subject to conditions, the undertaking
of any such duties by unregistered persons.

30 (2) Regulations made under this Act may provide for the
registration by local authorities of premises used-

(a) As lodginghouses:
(b) As eatinghouses:
(c) For the manufacture, preparation, or packing of any

35 article of food for sale :
(d) For the carrying on of any offensive trade:
(e) As stock saleyards.
( 3) Any such regulations may prescribe conditions subject

to which registration may be granted or renewed or revoked,
40 and conditions to be complied with in the absence of such

registration.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 132 (1) (aa) ; 1940, No. 17,
s. 15(1)(a),(b)
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121.,Regulations as to qualifications of Sanitary Inspectors
-( 1·) Regulations made under this Act may prescribe the
qualifications to be possessed by persons appointed as Sanitary
Inspectors.

( 2) Any such regulations may prescribe the qualifications 5
of fully qualified Sanitary Inspectors, and may prescribe
different qualifications for persons appointed on probation and
undergoing training as Sanitary Inspectors.

(3) Any such regulations may prescribe conditions subject
to ;which · persons who are not fully qualified as Sanitary 10
Inspectors may be employed on probation.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 132 (1) (ab) ; 1940, No. 17, s. 5 (1)

122. Special provisions as to regulations- (1) Any regu-
lations made under this Act may apply generally, or may
apply, or be applied from time to time by the Minister by 15
notice in the Gazette, within any specified district or sub-
division of a district of any local authority, or within any
specified part of New Zealand; and any such notice may be
revoked or varied at any time in like manner.

( 2) If at any time while any such regulations apply withiti 520
any specified district or subdivision of a district of any local
authority the boundaries of the district or subdivision are
altered, the regulations, unless the context thereof or of any
such notice as aforesaid otherwise requires, shall thereafter
apply within the district or subdivision as so altered. '525

(3) The operation of any regulations made under this Act
may, if so provided in the regulations, be wholly suspended

. until, they are applied by the Minister by notice pursuant to
subsection one of this section.

(4) So far as the bylaws of any local authority in forcer 30
in any locality are inconsistent with or repugnant to any
regulations under this Act in force in that locality, the bylaws
shall be deemed to be subject to the regulations.

(5) All regulations made under this Act shall be laid before
Parliament within twenty-eight days after the date of thd 35
making thereof if Parliament is then in session, and, if not,
shall be laid before Parliament within twenty-eight days after
the date of the commencenient of · the next ensuing session.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 133
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PART VII

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

123. Powers of Board of Health on default by local author-
-ity-( 1 ) Subject to the provisions of section twenty-six of

5 this Act, where any local authority that is required to provide,
alter, or extend any sanitary works pursuant to this Act-

(a) Fails to commence or to complete the provision, alter-
ation, or extension of those works within such time
as the Board, in approving the proposals under

10 section twenty-jive of this Act, may have fixed; or
(b) Has, in the opinion of the Board, failed to proceed

diligently with the provision, alteration, or extension
of those works,-

the Board may itself commence, carry out, and complete the
15 provision, alteration, or extension of those works.

( 2) Where any local authority otherwise fails to exercise
any power or perform any duty under this Act, the Board may
itself exercise the power or perform the duty.

( 3) For the purposes of this section the Board may employ
20 all such officers, employees, contractors, and others as may

be necessary.
(4) Subject to the succeeding provisions of this section,

when any work is done or any power or duty is exercised or
performed by or on behalf of the Board pursuant to this

25 section, it shall be deemed for all purposes to have been done,
exercised, or performed, as the case may be, by the local
authority.

( 5) All expenses incurred by the Board under this section
shall be paid in the first instance out of the Public Works

30 Account without further appropriation than this Act.
( 6) All money so paid out of the Public Works Account,

together with reasonable costs in respect of administration,
shall be recoverable from the local authority as a debt due to
the Crown, or may be deducted from any money payable to

35 that local authority out of the Public Account.
( 7) All money recovered from any local authority under

this section, or deducted as aforesaid, in respect of the cost
of administration shall be paid into the Consolidated Fund,
and all other money so recovered or deducted shall be paid

40 into the Public Works Account.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 143 ; 1951, No. 44, s. 7
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124. Constitution and powers of Boards of Appeal-
(1) Every Board of Appeal under this Act shall consist of a
Magistrate, who shall be the Chairman of the Board, and
two assessors.

( 2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the assessors shall 5
be appointed by the Minister.

( 3) No member or officer of any local authority or of the
Board of Health or of the Department of Health shall be
appointed to be an assessor.

(4) The Board of Appeal may allow or dismiss any appeal 10
wholly or in part, and may make such modifications in any
requisition, determination, decision, or condition appealed
against as it thinks fit, and may make or impose any new
determination, decision, or condition in substitution for or in
addition to the one appealed against. 15

( 5) The decision of not less than two members of the Board
of Appeal ( including the Chairman) shall be the decision o f
that Board, and that decision shall be final.

( 6) The Board of Appeal shall, within the scope of its
jurisdiction, be deemed to be a Coinmission under the Com- 20
missions of Inquiry Act 19()8, and, subject to the provisions
of this Act, all the provisions of that Act shall apply
accordingly.

( 7) The Chairman of the Board of Appeal may exercise
the powers of the Board in respect of summoning witnesses, 25
and may do any other act preliminary or incidental to the
hearing or consideration of any matter by the Board.

(8) The Board of Appeal may regulate its own procedure:
Provided that no meeting of the Board shall be held unless

all the members of the Board are present. 30
( 9) There shall be paid to the assessors out of money

appropriated by Parliament for the purpose remuneration by
way of fees, salary, or allowances and travelling allowances
and expenses in accordance with the Fees and Travelling
Allowances Act 1951, and the provisions of that Act shall 35
apply accordingly as if the assessors were members of a
statutory Board within the meaning of that Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, ss. 8,23 (1), (2), (4)-(7), 55 (3),
(5) ; 1951, No. 44, s. 5 (2) ; 1951, No. 79, s. 10 (1)
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125. Medical examination of school children-(1) Any
medical practitioner or other officer authorised in that behalf
by the Minister may at all reasonable times enter any public
school, or any intermediate school or post-primary school or

5 kindergarten ( not being a private school or private kinder-
garten), and examine the children attending the school or
kindergarten, and may notify the parents or guardians of any
such child of any disease or bodily defect from which in
his opinion the child may be suffering.

10 (2) The powers conferred by subsection one of this section
may be exercised in respect of any other school or kinder-
garten, and in respect of the children attending there, if
application in that behalf is made in writing to the Medical
Officer of Health by the controlling authority thereof. Any

15 such application may be revoked in like manner at any time.
Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 139; 1940, No. 17, s. 12

126. Infirm and neglected persons-( 1) If any aged, infirm,
incurable, or destitute person is found to be living in insanitary
conditions or without proper care or attention, a Magistrate's

20 Court may, on the application of the Medical Officer of
Health, make an order for the committal of that person to
any hospital or institution under the control of a Hospital
Board and available for the reception of such persons.

( 2) An order under this section may be made in respect of
25 any such person who habitually lives in any such conditions

as aforesaid, notwithstanding that at the time of the applica-
tion or of the order he may have been temporarily removed
from such conditions or such conditions may have been
temporarily remedied.

30 (3) If any person in respect of whom an order iS Inade
under this section refuses to comply with that order, any
Inspector under this Act or any constable may, without further
warrant than this section, take that person and place him in
the custody of the Medical Superintendent or manager or

35 other person in charge of such hospital or institution as afore-
said, who shall have authority to detain him pursuant to the
order of committal.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 142; 1940, No. 17, s. 13
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127. Attendance of Medical Officer of Health at meetings
of local authorities-At the request or with the consent of
any local authority, the Medical Officer of Health may attend
any meeting of the local authority, or of any committee of the
local authority, and take part in the discussion of any matter 5
relating to the public health or to the powers and duties of the
local authority under this Act:

Provided that he shall not have the right to vote on any
question at any such meeting, and shall retire from the meeting
whenever he is requested to do so by the Chairman of the 10 1 1
meeting.

128. Power of entry and inspection-For the purposes of
this Act any Medical Officer of Health, or any Inspector of
Health, or any other person authorised in writing in that
behalf by the Medical Officer of Health or by any local 15
authority, may at all reasonable times enter any dwelling-
house, building, land, ship, or other premises and inspect the
same, and may execute thereon any works authorised under or
pursuant to this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 134; 1940, No. 17, s. 18 20

129. Protection of persons acting under authority of Act-
(1) A person who does any act in pursuance or intended
pursuance of any of the provisions of this Act shall not be
under any civil or criminal liability in respect thereof, whether
on the ground of want of jurisdiction, or mistake of law or 25
fact, or on any other ground, unless he has acted in bad faith
or without reasonable care.

(2) No proceedings, civil or criminal, shall be brought
against any person in any Court in respect of any such act
except by leave of a Judge of the Supreme Court, and such 30
leave shall not be granted unless the Judge is satisfied that
there is substantial ground for the contention that the person
against whom it is sought to bring the proceedings has acted
in bad faith or without reasonable care.

(3) Notice of any application under subsection two of this 35 - -
section shall be given to the person against whom it is sought
to bring the proceedings, and that person shall be entitled to
be heard against the application.

(4) Leave to bring such proceedings shall not be granted
unless application for such leave is made within six months 40
after the act complained of, or, in the case of a continuance
of injury or damage, within six months after the ceasing of
the injury or damage.
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(5) In granting leave to bring any such proceedings as
aforesaid, the Judge may limit the time within which such
leave may be exercised.

Cf. 1940, No. 17, s. 14

5 130. Expenses of local authorities-( 1) All expenses incur-
red by or on behalf of any local authority in carrying out any
of the provisions of this Act may be paid by the local authority
out of its general funds.

(2) In order to meet any such expenses, the local authority,
10 in addition to its other rating powers, may by resolution make

and levy, whether before or after the expenses are incurred, a
separate rate on all rateable property of such amount as may
be necessary.

(3) Where such expenses are incurred, or are to be incurred,
1 15 for the benefit of part only of the district of the local authority,

any separate rate under this section may be made and levied
i on rateable property in that part only.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 140

131. Service of documents-(1) Any document required or
20 authorised under this Act, or under any regulations or bylaws

made under this Act, to be served on any person may be served
by delivering it to that person, or by leaving it at his usual or
last known place of abode or business, or by posting it by
registered letter addressed to him at his usual or last known

25 place of abode or business. If so posted, it shall be deemed to
have been served at the time when the registered letter would
be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

( 2) If the person is absent from New Zealand the document
may be served in any such manner as aforesaid on his agent

30 in New Zealand. If he is deceased, the notice may be served
in any such manner as aforesaid on his personal representative.

(3) If the person or his place of abode or business is not
known, or if he is absent from New Zealand and has no known
agent in New Zealand, or is deceased and has no personal

35 representative, the document may be served in such manner
as may be directed by the Supreme Court; or, in the case of
a document relating to any land or premises, may be served
on the occupier thereof or left with some inmate of his abode
or, if there is no occupier, may be put up on some conspicuous

40 part of the land or premises. It shall not be necessary in any

11
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such document to specify the name of the owner or occupier
of any land or premises to which the document relates, if.that
name is not known to the person issuing the document.

(4) Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions
of this section, the Supreme Court may in any case make an 5
order directing the manner in which any document is to be
served, or dispensing with service thereof.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 136

132. Procedure in respect of charges on land- (1) Where
by this Act any money is declared to be a charge on any land 10
the following provisions shall apply:

( a) If any question or dispute arises as to the fact or amount
of the charge, or as to the land subject thereto, or
as to the persons liable to pay the amount of the
charge, it shall be determined by a Magistrate's 15
Court on the application of any interested party,
and the Court's decision shall be final:

(b) Subject to any decision of the Court as aforesaid, a
certificate under the hand of the Medical Officer of

Health or of the Mayor, Chairman, Clerk, or 20
Secretary of the local authority shall be sufficient
evidence of the amount of the charge, the land
subject thereto, and the persons liable to pay the
amount of the charge:

(c) The charge may be registered under the provisions of 25
the Statutory Land Charges Registration Act 1928:

(d) Except as hereinafter provided, the charge shall, on
registration, have priority over all existing or sub-
sequent mortgages, charges, or encumbrances how-
soever created. Notwithstanding anything to the 30
contrary in any other Act, if any land subject to the
charge is also subject to a charge created by that
other Act, the charges shall rank equally with each
other unless by virtue of that other Act the charge
created thereby would be deferred to the charge 35
created by this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 144

133. Obstruction of officers-Every person commits an
offence against this Act who wilfully obstructs, hinders, or
resists any person in the execution of any powers conferred 40
on him by or pursuant to this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 135
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134. Failure to disclose name of owner or occupier-
( 1) The occupier, or the agent of the owner, of any premises
commits an offence against this Act if he refuses or wilfully
fails to disclose or wilfully misstates the name and address

5 of the owner of the premises when requested by the Medical
Officer of Health or any Inspector to state that name and
address.

(2) The owner of any premises commits an offence against
this Act if he refuses or wilfully fails to disclose or wilfully

10 misstates the name of the occupier of the premises when
requested by a Medical Officer of Health or any Inspector to
state that name.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 137

135. Interference by owner or occupier-If in the per-
15 formance of any duty imposed on him by or pursuant to this

Act the owner of any premises is obstructed in any way by the
occupier, or the occupier by the owner, the one who obstructs
or hinders the other commits an offence against this Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 138

20 136. General penalty for offences-Every person who com-
mits an offence against this Act, or against any regulations
made under this Act, for which no penalty is provided else-
where than in this section is liable to a fine not exceeding fifty
pounds and, if the offence is a continuing one, to a further fine

25 not exceeding five pounds for every day on which the offence
has continued.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 11; 1920, No. 45, s. 145 (1)

137. Offences punishable on summary conviction-Every
offence against this Act or against any regulations or bylaws

30 made under this Act shall be punishable on summary con-
viction.

Cf. 1917, No. 24, s. 11 ; 1920, No. 45, s. 145 (2)

138. Other Acts not affected-Except so far as may be
expressly provided in this Act, nothing in this Act shall be

35 so construed as to limit or affect in any way the provisions
of any other Act.

Cf. 1920, No. 45, s. 147
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139. Repeals and savings-(1) The enactments specified
in the Sixth Schedule to this Act are hereby repealed.

( 2) The regulations and notices specified in the Seventh
Schedule to this Act are hereby revoked.

(3) Without limiting the provisions of the Acts Interpre- 5
tation Act 1924, it is hereby declared that the repeal of any
provision by this Act shall not affect any document made or
any thing whatsoever done under the prpvision so repealed
or under any corresponding former provision, and every such
document or thing, so far as it is subsisting or in force at the 10
time of the repeal and could have been made or done under
this Act, shall continue and have effect as if it had been made
or done under the corresponding provision of this Act and as
if that provision had been in force when the document was
made or the thing was done. 15

(4) Without limiting the provisions of the Acts Interpre-
tation Act 1924, it is hereby declared that the repeal of
section four of the Health Amendment Act 1947 shall not

affect the amendments made by that section; and any refer-

ence in any such amendment to the Health Act 1920 shall be 20
read as a reference to the Health Act 1956.

(5) Any regulations made under the Social Hygiene Act
1917 and in force at the commencement of this Act shall be

deemed to have been made under this Act and shall continue

in force accordingly, except so far as any provision of those 25
regulations is inconsistent with any provision of Part III of
this Act.
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Part I

Health

SCHEDULES

FIRST SCHEDULE Section 2

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

-Notifiable Infectious Diseases
Pneumonic influenza.

Poliomyelitis.
Puerperal fever involving any

form of septicaemia, sepsis, or
sapraemia.

Relapsing fever.
Salmonella infections.

Septicaemia, sepsis, or sapraemia,
in ady form, following abortion
or miscarriage.

Septicaemic influenza.
Smallpox (variola, including vari-

oloid and alastrim).
Trachoma (granular conjunctivitis,

granular ophthalmia, granular
eyelids).

Typhus.
Undulant fever.

Yellow fever.

Anthrax.

Cerebro-spinal fever (cerebro-
spinal meningitis).

Cholera.

Diphtheria.
Dysentery (amoebic and bacillary).
Encephalitis lethargica.
Enteric fever ( typhoid fever, para-

typhoid fever).
Erysipelas.
Fulminant influenza.

Infective hepatitis.
Leprosy.
Leptospiral infections.
Ophthalmia neonatorum.
Ornithosis (psittacosis).
Pemphigus neonatorum, impetgo,

or pustular lesions of the skin of
the newborn infant.

Plague (bubonic or pneumonic).

Part II-Other I

Chickenpox (varicella).
Gonorrhoea.

Impetigo contagiosa.
Influenza.

Measles (morbilli), and German
measles (rubella).

Mumps (epidemic parotitis).
Pediculosis.

nfectious Diseases

Pneumonia (acute primary).
Ringworm of the scalp (tinea

tonsurans).
Scabies (itch).
Streptococcal sore throat, including

scarlet fever.

Syphilis, and soft chancre.
Whooping cough (pertussis).
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Section 2 SECOND SCHEDULE

NOTIFIABLE DISEASES (OTHER THAN NOTIFIABLE INFECTIOUS DISEASES)

Actinomycosis. Impaired hearing arising from
Anchylostomiasis (hookworm occupation.

disease). Malaria.
Beriberi. Phosphorus poisoning.
Bilharziasis (endemic haematuria, Poisoning from any insecticide,

Egyptian haematuria). weedicide, fungicide, or animal
Chronic lead poisoning. poison met with at work.
Compressed air illness arising from Poisoning from any gas, fumigant,

occupation. or refrigerant met with at work.
Damage to eyesight arising from Poisoning from any solvent met

occupation. with at work.

Dengue. Poisoning from any metal or salt
Diseases of the respiratory system of any metal met with at work.

arising from occupation.. Skin diseases arising from occupa-
Eclampsia. tion.

Food poisoning. Tetanus.

Hydatid disease.

Section 2 THIRD SCHEDULE

OFFENSIVE TRADES

Boiling of linseed oil.
Blood or offal treating.
Bone boiling or crushing.
Chemical works.

Fellmongering.
Fish cleaning.
Fish curing.
Flax pulping.
Flock manufacturing.
Glue manufacturing.
Gut scraping and treating.
Manure works.

Nightsoil collection and disposal.
Refining of fuel oils.

Refining of lubricating oils.
Reconditioning of fuel oils.
Reconditioning of lubricating oils.
Refuse collection and disposal.
Slaughtering of animals for any

purpose other than human con-
sumption.

Soap manufacturing.
Storage, drying, or preserving of

bones, hides, hoofs, or skins.
Tallow melting.
Tanning.
Varnish manufacture.

. Wood pulping.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE Section 2

CHEMICAL WORKS

1. Alkali waste works, being works in which alkali waste, or the
drainage from it, is subjected to any chemical process for the recovery
of sulphur or for the use of any constituent of that alkali waste or
dcainage.

2. Arsenic works, being works for the preparation of arsenious 'acid,
or works in which nitric acid or a nitrate is used in the manufacture of

arsenic acid or an arseniate, or in which any volatile compound of
arsenic is evolved in any manufacturing process.

3. Benzene works, being works (other than tar works) in which any
wash oil used for the scrubbing of coal gas is distilled, or in which any
crude benzol is distilied.

4. Bisulphite works, being works in which sulphurous acid is used in
the manufacture of acid sulphites of the alkalis or alkaline earths, or in
which liquid sulphur dioxide or sulphurous acid or any sulphite is
manufactured, or in which oxides of sulphur are evolved in any chemical
manufacturing process.

5. Carbon disulphide works, being works in which carbon disulphide is
manufactured, used, or recovered.

6. Cement works, being works for the manufacture or packing of port-
land cement, similar cements, or pozzolanic materials.

7. Chlorine works, being works in which chlorine is made or used in
any manufacturing process.

8. Fertiliser works, being works in which any artificial fertiliser is
manufactured or produced, or works for the granulating of any artificial
fertiliser involving the evolution of any noxious or offensive gas.

9. Gas liquor works, being works in which any noxious or offensive gas
is evolved by the use of ammoniacal liquor in any manufacturing
process, or in which any such liquor is desulphurised by the application
of heat in any process connected with the purification of gas.

10. Lead deposit works, being works in which the sulphate of lead
deposit from sulphuric acid chambers is dried or smelted.

11. Lead works, being works in which, by the application of heat, lead
is extracted from any material containing lead or its compounds, or in
which compounds of lead are manufactured from metallic lead or its
compounds by dry processes that give rise to dust or fumes.

12. Lime works, being works in which lime is manufactured or
produced or packed.

13. Mineral phosphate works, being works (other than fertiliser works)
in which any mineral phosphate is subjected to treatment involving
chemical change through the application or use of any acid.
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14. Nitric acid works, being works in which nitric acid is manufactured
or recovered, or in which any acid-forming oxide of nitrogen is evolved
in any manufacturing process.

15. Paraffin oil works, being works in which crude shale oil is refined,
or in which any product of the refining of crude shale oil is so treated
as to cause the evolution of gases containing any sulphur compound.

16. Petroleum works, being works in which crude petroleum is refined,
or in which any product of the refining of crude petroleum is so treated
as to cause the evolution of gases containing any sulphur compound.

17. Pulp and paper works, being works in which paper or paper-pulp
is manufactured and in which any noxious or offensive gas is evolved in
any process connected with such manufacture.

18. Sulphide works, being ·works in which hydrogen sulphide is
evolved by the decomposition of metallic sulphides, or in which
hydrogen sulphide is used in the production of metallic sulphides, or in
which hydrogen sulphide is evolved as part of any chemical process.

19. Sulphuric acid works, being works in which sulphuric acid is
manufactured, concentrated, or distilled.

20. Tar works, being works in which gas tar or coal tar is distilled or
is heated in any manufacturing process, or in which creosote or any
other product of the distillation of gas tar or coal tar is distilled or is
heated in any manufacturing process involving the evolution of any
noxious or offensive gas.

Section 2 FIFTH SCHEDULE

NOXIOUS OR OF

Ammonia.

Arsenic and its compounds.
Bromine and its acid compounds.
Cadmium and its compounds.
Carbon disulphide.
Chloride of sulphur.
Chlorine and its acid compounds.
Cyanogen compounds.
Fluorine.

Fluorine compounds.
Fumes containing antimony, or

arsenic, or calcium, or copper, or
lead, or silicon, or zinc, or any
of their compounds.

Fumes from benzene works.

FENSIVE GASES

Fumes or dust from cement works.

Fumes or dust from lime works.

Fumes from paraffin oil works.
Fumes from tar works.

Hydrochloric acid.
Hydrogen sulphide.
Iodine and its acid compounds.
Nitric acid, and acid-forming

oxides of nitrogen.
Pyridine.
Sulphuric acid.
Sulphuric anhydride.
Sulphurous acid.
Sulphurous anhydride.
Volatileorganicsulphurcompounds.

i
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SIXTH SCHEDULE

ENACTMENTS REPEALED

89

Section 139 (1)

1911, No. 6-

The Mental Health Act 1911 : Paragraph. (a) of subsection (1)of
section 41, and subsection ( 2) of that section, and section 78. ( 1931
Reprint, Vol. V, pp. 762,775.)

1917, No. 24-

The Social Hygiene Act 1917. (1931 Reprint, Vol. VI, p. 1125.)
1920, No. 45-

The Health Act 1920. (1931 Reprint, Vol. VI, p. 1061.)
1921, No. 5--

The Finance Act 1921 : Section 21. (1931 Reprint, Vol. VI, p. 1117.)
1926, No. 18-

The Hospitals Act 1926: Section 100. ( 1931 Reprint, Vol. III: p. 768.)
1940, No, 17-

The Health Amendment Act 19*).

1941, No. 26-
The Statutes Amendment Act 1941: Section 31.

1943, No. 20-
The Statutes Amendment Act 1943: Section 15.

1945, No. 40-
The Statutes Amendment Act 1945: Section 32.

1947, No. 52-
The Health Amendment Act 1947.

1949, No. 51-
The Statutes Amendment Act 1949: Section 23.

1951, No. 44-
The Health Amendment Act 1951.

1951, No. 79-
The Fees and Travelling Allowances Act 1951: So much of the Second

Schedule as relates to the Health Act 1920.
1954, No. 55--

The Health Amendment Act 1954.

12
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Section 139 (2) SEVENTH SCHEDULE

REGULATIONS AND NOTICES REVOKED

Title

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious
Diseases

Impetigo Contagiosa Declared to be an
Infectious Disease

Regulations under s. 48 of the Health
Act 1920

Declaring Certain Trades to be
Offensive Trades Under the Health

Act 1920

Declaring Carpet Beating to be an
Offensive Trade Under the Health

Act 1920

Regulations as to Appeals from Closing
Orders under the Health Act 1920

Amended Declaration as to Notifiable
Infectious Diseases

Pediculosis Declared to be an Infectious

Disease

Eclampsia Declared to be a Notifiable
Disease

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious

Disease

Declaration as to Notifiable Diseases

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious
Disease

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious
Disease

Amended Declaration as to Notifiable
Infectious Disease

Declaring Certain Trades to be
Offensive Trades Under the Health

Act 1920
Declaration as to Infectious Disease ...

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious
Disease

Declaration as to Infectious Disease

Declaration as to Notifiable Infectious
Disease

Gazette Reference or

Statutory Regulations
Serial Number

Gazette, 3 March 1921,
Vol. I, p. 620.

Gazette, 3 March 1921,
Vol. I, p. 620.

Gazette, 25 August 1921,
Vol. II, p. 2188.

Gazette, 1 December 1921,
Vol. III, p. 2851.

Gazette, 13 April
Vol. I, p. 1066.

1922,

Gazette, 21 April 1922,
Vol. 1, p. 1206.

Gazette, 15 June 1922,
Vol. II, p. 1611.

Gazette, 3 August 1922,
Vol. II, p. 1956.

Gazette, 19 April 1923,
Vol. I, p. 1061.

Gazette, 11 September 1924,
Vol. III, p. 2149.

Gazette, 4 December 1924,

Vol. III, p. 2868.
Gazette, 1 April 1926,

Vol. I, p. 868.
Gazette, 6 February 1930,

Vol. I, p. 357.
Gazette, 19 February 1931,

Vol. I, p. 388.
Gazette, 9 November 1933,

Vol. III, p. 2720.

Gazette, 14 December 1933,
Vol. III, p. 3338.

Gazette, 14 December 1933,
Vol. III, p. 3338.

Gazette, 13 December 1934,
Vol. III, p. 4178.

Gazette, 13 December 1934,
Vol. III, p. 4178.
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SEVENTH SCHEDULE-continued

REGULATIONS AND NOTICES REVOKED-continued

Title

Extension of Health Act 1920, Third
Schedule ( Offensive Trades)

The Sanitary Works Regulations 1936
The Sanitary Works Regulations 1938
The Sanitary Works Regulations 1941
The Notifiable Diseases Order 1944

The Offensive Trades Notice 1945
The Communicable Diseases Notice

1951

The Notifiable Infectious Diseases

Notice 1952

The Notifiable Diseases Notice 1953

The Infectious Diseases Notice 1954

Revocation of Notifiable Infectious

Diseases Notice

The Infectious Diseases Notice 1955
The Notifiable Infectious Diseases

Notice 1956

1936/92.

1937/103.
1938/129.
1941/16.
1944/79.

1945/16.
1951/282.

Gazette Reference or

Statutory Regulations
Serial Number

1952/113.

1953/31.
1954/58.
1955/48.

1955/172.
1956/41.
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